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Welcome to the Yamaha world of motorcycling!
As the owner of the solariz, you are benefiting from Yamaha’s vast experience and newest technology regarding the design
and manufacture of high-quality products, which have earned Yamaha a reputation for dependability.
Please take the time to read this manual thoroughly, so as to enjoy all advantages of your solariz. The Owner’s
Manual does not only instruct you in how to operate, inspect and maintain your scooter, but also in how to safeguard
yourself and others from trouble and injury.
In addition, the many tips given in this manual will help keep your scooter in the best possible condition. If you have any
further questions, do not hesitate to contact your Yamaha dealer.
The Yamaha team wishes you many safe and pleasant rides. So, remember to put safety first!
Yamaha continually seeks advancements in product design and quality. Therefore, while this manual contains the most current product information available at the time of printing, there may be minor discrepancies between your scooter and this
manual. If there is any question concerning this manual, please consult a Yamaha dealer.
EWA12412
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Particularly important information is distinguished in this manual by the following notations:
5IJTJTUIFTBGFUZBMFSUTZNCPM*UJTVTFEUPBMFSUZPVUPQPUFOUJBMQFSTPOBMJOKVSZ
IB[BSET0CFZBMMTBGFUZNFTTBHFTUIBUGPMMPXUIJTTZNCPMUPBWPJEQPTTJCMFJOKVSZ
PSEFBUI

WARNING

"8"3/*/(JOEJDBUFTBIB[BSEPVTTJUVBUJPOXIJDI JGOPUBWPJEFE DPVMESFTVMUJO
EFBUIPSTFSJPVTJOKVSZ

NOTICE

"/05*$&JOEJDBUFTTQFDJBMQSFDBVUJPOTUIBUNVTUCFUBLFOUPBWPJEEBNBHFUPUIF
WFIJDMFPSPUIFSQSPQFSUZ

TIP

A TIP provides key information to make procedures easier or clearer.

*Product and specifications are subject to change without notice.
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Read and understand all of the labels on your vehicle. They contain important information for safe and proper operation of
your vehicle. Never remove any labels from your vehicle. If a label becomes difficult to read or comes off, a replacement
label is available from your Yamaha dealer.
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WARNING
Before you operate
this vehicle,
read
the owner’s manual.

100kPa=1bar

kPa, psi

kPa, psi

200, 29

225, 33

LOAD LIMIT

Hook: 1Kg Seat Box: 1Kg
Front Box: 1Kg

200, 29

225, 33
BF4-F8199-00
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Be a Responsible Owner
As the vehicle’s owner, you are responsible for the safe and proper operation
of your motorcycle.
Motorcycles are single-track vehicles.
Their safe use and operation are dependent upon the use of proper riding
techniques as well as the expertise of
the operator. Every operator should
know the following requirements before
riding this motorcycle.
He or she should:
Obtain thorough instructions from
a competent source on all aspects
of motorcycle operation.
Observe the warnings and maintenance requirements in this Owner’s Manual.
Obtain qualified training in safe
and proper riding techniques.
Obtain professional technical service as indicated in this Owner’s
Manual and/or when made necessary by mechanical conditions.

Safe Riding
Perform the pre-operation checks each
time you use the vehicle to make sure it
is in safe operating condition. Failure to
inspect or maintain the vehicle properly
increases the possibility of an accident
or equipment damage. See page 5-1
for a list of pre-operation checks.
This motorcycle is designed to
carry the operator and a passenger.
TIP
Although this motorcycle is designed to
carry a passenger, always comply with
the local regulations.
_

_

The failure of motorists to detect
and recognize motorcycles in traffic is the predominating cause of
automobile/motorcycle accidents.
Many accidents have been
caused by an automobile driver
who did not see the motorcycle.
Making yourself conspicuous appears to be very effective in reducing the chance of this type of
accident.
2-1
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Therefore:
s Wear a brightly colored jacket.
s Use extra caution when you are
approaching
and
passing
through intersections, since intersections are the most likely
places for motorcycle accidents
to occur.
s Ride where other motorists can
see you. Avoid riding in another
motorist’s blind spot.
Many accidents involve inexperienced operators. In fact, many operators who have been involved in
accidents do not even have a current driver’s license.
s Make sure that you are qualified
and that you only lend your motorcycle to other qualified operators.
s Know your skills and limits.
Staying within your limits may
help you to avoid an accident.
s We recommend that you practice riding your motorcycle
where there is no traffic until you

SAFETY INFORMATION
have become thoroughly familiar with the motorcycle and all of
its controls.
Many accidents have been
caused by error of the motorcycle
operator. A typical error made by
the operator is veering wide on a
turn due to excessive speed or undercornering (insufficient lean angle for the speed).
s Always obey the speed limit and
never travel faster than warranted by road and traffic conditions.
s Always signal before turning or
changing lanes. Make sure that
other motorists can see you.
The posture of the operator and
passenger is important for proper
control.
s The operator should keep both
hands on the handlebar and
both feet on the operator footrests during operation to maintain control of the motorcycle.

s The passenger should always
hold onto the operator, the seat
strap or grab bar, if equipped,
with both hands and keep both
feet on the passenger footrests.
Never carry a passenger unless
he or she can firmly place both
feet on the passenger footrests.
Never ride under the influence of
alcohol or other drugs.
This motorcycle is designed for
on-road use only. It is not suitable
for off-road use.
Protective Apparel
The majority of fatalities from motorcycle accidents are the result of head injuries. The use of a safety helmet is the
single most critical factor in the prevention or reduction of head injuries.
Always wear an approved helmet.
Wear a face shield or goggles.
Wind in your unprotected eyes
could contribute to an impairment
of vision that could delay seeing a
hazard.
2-2

The use of a jacket, substantial
shoes, trousers, gloves, etc., is effective in preventing or reducing
abrasions or lacerations.
Never wear loose-fitting clothes,
otherwise they could catch on the
control levers or wheels and cause
injury or an accident.
Always wear protective clothing
that covers your legs, ankles, and
feet. The engine or exhaust system become very hot during or after operation and can cause
burns.
A passenger should also observe
the above precautions.
Avoid Carbon Monoxide Poisoning
All engine exhaust contains carbon
monoxide, a deadly gas. Breathing carbon monoxide can cause headaches,
dizziness, drowsiness, nausea, confusion, and eventually death.
Carbon Monoxide is a colorless, odorless, tasteless gas which may be
present even if you do not see or smell
any engine exhaust. Deadly levels of

2
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carbon monoxide can collect rapidly
and you can quickly be overcome and
unable to save yourself. Also, deadly
levels of carbon monoxide can linger
for hours or days in enclosed or poorly
ventilated areas. If you experience any
symptoms of carbon monoxide poisoning, leave the area immediately, get
fresh air, and SEEK MEDICAL TREATMENT.
Do not run engine indoors. Even if
you try to ventilate engine exhaust
with fans or open windows and
doors, carbon monoxide can rapidly reach dangerous levels.
Do not run engine in poorly ventilated or partially enclosed areas
such as barns, garages, or carports.
Do not run engine outdoors where
engine exhaust can be drawn into
a building through openings such
as windows and doors.
Loading
Adding accessories or cargo to your
motorcycle can adversely affect stabili-

ty and handling if the weight distribution
of the motorcycle is changed. To avoid
the possibility of an accident, use extreme caution when adding cargo or
accessories to your motorcycle. Use
extra care when riding a motorcycle
that has added cargo or accessories.
Here, along with the information about
accessories below, are some general
guidelines to follow if loading cargo to
your motorcycle:
The total weight of the operator,
passenger, accessories and cargo
must not exceed the maximum load
limit. Operation of an overloaded vehicle could cause an accident.
Maximum load:
153 kg (337 lb)

When loading within this weight limit,
keep the following in mind:
Cargo and accessory weight
should be kept as low and close to
the motorcycle as possible. Securely pack your heaviest items as
close to the center of the vehicle
2-3

as possible and make sure to distribute the weight as evenly as
possible on both sides of the motorcycle to minimize imbalance or
instability.
Shifting weights can create a sudden imbalance. Make sure that accessories and cargo are securely
attached to the motorcycle before
riding. Check accessory mounts
and cargo restraints frequently.
s Properly adjust the suspension
for your load (suspension-adjustable models only), and
check the condition and pressure of your tires.
s Never attach any large or heavy
items to the handlebar, front
fork, or front fender. Such items
can create unstable handling or
a slow steering response.
This vehicle is not designed to
pull a trailer or to be attached to
a sidecar.

SAFETY INFORMATION
Genuine Yamaha Accessories
Choosing accessories for your vehicle
is an important decision. Genuine
Yamaha accessories, which are available only from a Yamaha dealer, have
been designed, tested, and approved
by Yamaha for use on your vehicle.
Many companies with no connection to
Yamaha manufacture parts and accessories or offer other modifications for
Yamaha vehicles. Yamaha is not in a
position to test the products that these
aftermarket
companies
produce.
Therefore, Yamaha can neither endorse nor recommend the use of accessories not sold by Yamaha or
modifications not specifically recommended by Yamaha, even if sold and
installed by a Yamaha dealer.
Aftermarket Parts, Accessories, and
Modifications
While you may find aftermarket products similar in design and quality to
genuine Yamaha accessories, recognize that some aftermarket accessories
or modifications are not suitable be-

cause of potential safety hazards to
you or others. Installing aftermarket
products or having other modifications
performed to your vehicle that change
any of the vehicle’s design or operation
characteristics can put you and others
at greater risk of serious injury or death.
You are responsible for injuries related
to changes in the vehicle.
Keep the following guidelines in mind,
as well as those provided under “Loading” when mounting accessories.
Never install accessories or carry
cargo that would impair the performance of your motorcycle. Carefully inspect the accessory before
using it to make sure that it does
not in any way reduce ground
clearance or cornering clearance,
limit suspension travel, steering
travel or control operation, or obscure lights or reflectors.
s Accessories fitted to the handlebar or the front fork area can
create instability due to improper weight distribution or aerodynamic changes. If accessories
2-4

are added to the handlebar or
front fork area, they must be as
lightweight as possible and
should be kept to a minimum.
s Bulky or large accessories may
seriously affect the stability of
the motorcycle due to aerodynamic effects. Wind may attempt to lift the motorcycle, or
the motorcycle may become unstable in cross winds. These accessories may also cause
instability when passing or being passed by large vehicles.
s Certain accessories can displace the operator from his or
her normal riding position. This
improper position limits the freedom of movement of the operator and may limit control ability,
therefore, such accessories are
not recommended.
Use caution when adding electrical accessories. If electrical accessories exceed the capacity of the
motorcycle’s electrical system, an

2
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electric failure could result, which
could cause a dangerous loss of
lights or engine power.

2

Aftermarket Tires and Rims
The tires and rims that came with your
motorcycle were designed to match the
performance capabilities and to provide the best combination of handling,
braking, and comfort. Other tires, rims,
sizes, and combinations may not be
appropriate. Refer to page 7-18 for tire
specifications and more information on
replacing your tires.
Transporting the Motorcycle
Be sure to observe following instructions before transporting the motorcycle in another vehicle.
Remove all loose items from the
motorcycle.
Point the front wheel straight
ahead on the trailer or in the truck
bed, and choke it in a rail to prevent movement.

Secure the motorcycle with tiedowns or suitable straps that are
attached to solid parts of the motorcycle, such as the frame or upper front fork triple clamp (and not,
for example, to rubber-mounted
handlebars or turn signals, or parts
that could break). Choose the location for the straps carefully so
the straps will not rub against
painted surfaces during transport.
The suspension should be compressed somewhat by the tiedowns, if possible, so that the motorcycle will not bounce excessively during transport.

2-5

Further safe-riding points
Be sure to signal clearly when
making turns.
Braking can be extremely difficult
on a wet road. Avoid hard braking,
because the scooter could slide.
Apply the brakes slowly when
stopping on a wet surface.
Slow down as you approach a corner or turn. Once you have completed a turn, accelerate slowly.
Be careful when passing parked
cars. A driver might not see you
and open a door in your path.
Railroad crossings, streetcar rails,
iron plates on road construction
sites, and manhole covers become extremely slippery when
wet. Slow down and cross them
with caution. Keep the scooter upright, otherwise it could slide out
from under you.
The brake pads could get wet
when you wash the scooter. After
washing the scooter, check the
brakes before riding.

4BGFUZJOGPSNBUJPO
)FMNFUT

EAUU0033

Operating this vehicle without an approved motorcycle helmet increases
your chances of a severe head injury or
death in the event of an accident. The
majority of fatalities from motorcycle or
scooter accidents are the result of
head injuries. The use of a safety helmet is the single most critical factor in
the prevention or reduction of head injuries.
"MXBZTTFMFDUBOBQQSPWFENPUPSDZ
DMFIFMNFU
Pay attention to the following when
choosing a motorcycle helmet.
t The helmet must meet the safety
standard “SIRIM”.
t The helmet size must match the
size of the rider’s head.
t Never subject a helmet to heavy
shocks.

$PSSFDUVTBHF
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t Full-type: use only for riding at low
to mid-range speeds

ZAUU0003

8SPOHVTBHF

ZAUU0006
ZAUU0007

t Full-face-type: use for riding at
mid-range to high speeds

8FBSJOHUIFIFMNFUDPSSFDUMZ
Always connect the chin strap. In the
case of an accident, the helmet has a
much less chance of coming off if the
chin strap is connected.
2-6
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Headlight (page 7-28)
Auxiliary light (page 7-29)
Front turn signal light (page 7-30)
Convenience hook (page 4-10)
Owner’s tool kit (page 7-1)
Fuse (page 7-27)
Battery (page 7-26)
Air filter element (page 7-14)

9. Final transmission oil drain bolt (page 7-13)
10.Kickstarter (page 4-9)
11.Engine oil drain bolt B (page 7-10)
12.Engine oil drain bolt A (page 7-10)
13.Sidestand (page 4-11)
14.V-belt case air filter element (page 7-14)
3-1
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Rear turn signal light (page 7-30)
Tail/brake light (page 7-30)
Fuel tank cap (page 4-6)
Storage compartment (page 4-10)
Main switch/steering lock (page 4-1)
Front brake fluid reservoir (page 7-21)
Dipstick (page 7-10)
3-2
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Rear brake lever (page 4-5)
Left handlebar switches (page 4-4)
Speedometer (page 4-4)
Right handlebar switch (page 4-4)
Front brake lever (page 4-5)
Main switch/steering lock (page 4-1)
3-3
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.BJOTXJUDITUFFSJOHMPDL

5*1
The meter lighting comes on when the
key is turned to “ON”. When the engine
is started, the headlight, auxiliary light
and taillight come on automatically,
and will stay on until the key is turned
to “OFF” or the sidestand is lowered.

To lock the steering


EAU10662

ZAUU0880

The main switch/steering lock controls
the ignition and lighting systems, is
used to lock the steering, and is used
to open the seat. The main switch positions are described below.
5*1
The main switch is equipped with a
keyhole shutter. See page 4-2 for instructions on how to open and shut the
keyhole shutter.
EAUU1055

0/
All electrical circuits are supplied with
power, and the engine can be started.
The key cannot be removed.

0''
All electrical systems are off. The key
can be removed.

1. Push.
2. Turn.

EWA10062

8"3/*/(
/FWFS UVSO UIF LFZ UP i0''w PS
i-0$,wXIJMFUIFWFIJDMFJTNPWJOH
0UIFSXJTFUIFFMFDUSJDBMTZTUFNTXJMM
CFTXJUDIFEPGG XIJDINBZSFTVMUJO
MPTTPGDPOUSPMPSBOBDDJEFOU
EAU10686

-0$,
The steering is locked and all electrical
systems are off. The key can be removed.

4-1

1. Turn the handlebars all the way to
the left.
2. With the key in the “OFF” position,
push the key in and turn it to
“LOCK”.
3. Remove the key.

*OTUSVNFOUBOEDPOUSPMGVODUJPOT
To unlock the steering

EAUU0820

Keyhole cover

To close the keyhole cover


ZAUU0590
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1. Push.
2. Turn.

1. Ignition key
2. Safety key

To open the keyhole cover

Push the key in, and then turn it to
“OFF” while still pushing it.

ZAUU0591

Insert the key head into the keyhole
cover receptacle as shown, and then
turn the key to the right to open the cover.
4-2

Press the “PUSH SHUT” button to
close the keyhole cover.

*OTUSVNFOUBOEDPOUSPMGVODUJPOT
EAU1100B

*OEJDBUPSMJHIUTBOEXBSOJOH
MJHIU

1.
2.
3.
4.

High beam indicator light “
”
Eco indicator “ECO”
Turn signal indicator light “
”
Engine trouble warning light “
”

EAU11032

5VSOTJHOBMJOEJDBUPSMJHIUT i w
BOE i w
Each indicator light will flash when its
corresponding turn signal lights are
flashing.
EAU11081

)JHICFBNJOEJDBUPSMJHIU i w
This indicator light comes on when the
high beam of the headlight is switched
on.

EAU11485

&OHJOFUSPVCMFXBSOJOHMJHIU i w
This warning light comes on if a problem is detected in the electrical circuit
monitoring the engine. If this occurs,
have a Yamaha dealer check the selfdiagnosis system.
The electrical circuit of the warning
light can be checked by turning the key
to “ON”. The warning light should
come on for a few seconds, and then
go off.
If the warning light does not come on
initially when the key is turned to “ON”,
or if the warning light remains on, have
a Yamaha dealer check the electrical
circuit.
EAUN0710

&DPJOEJDBUPSMJHIUi&$0w
This indicator comes on when the vehicle is being operated in an environmentally friendly, fuel-efficient manner.
The indicator goes off when the vehicle
is stopped.
5*1
Consider the following tips to reduce
fuel consumption:
4-3

t Avoid high engine speeds during
acceleration.
t Travel at a constant speed.
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5VSOTJHOBMTXJUDI i  w
To signal a right-hand turn, push this
switch to “ ”. To signal a left-hand
turn, push this switch to “ ”. When
released, the switch returns to the center position. To cancel the turn signal
lights, push the switch in after it has returned to the center position.



2
1. Speedometer
2. Odometer
3. Fuel meter

The speedometer unit is equipped with
a speedometer, an odometer and a
fuel meter. The speedometer shows
riding speed. The odometer shows the
total distance traveled. The fuel meter
indicates the amount of fuel in the fuel
tank.

EAU12401

%JNNFSTXJUDI i  w
Set this switch to “ ” for the high
beam and to “ ” for the low beam.

3
1. Dimmer switch “
/
”
2. Turn signal switch “ / ”
3. Horn switch “
”

EAU12501

)PSOTXJUDI i
w
Press this switch to sound the horn.

3JHIU

EAUM1133

1
1. Start switch “

”
4-4

4UBSUTXJUDI i w
Push this switch while applying the
front or rear brake to crank the engine
with the starter. See page 6-1 for starting instructions prior to starting the engine.

*OTUSVNFOUBOEDPOUSPMGVODUJPOT
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'SPOUCSBLFMFWFS
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3FBSCSBLFMFWFS
1

EAUN0440

3FBSCSBLFMFWFSMPDL
This vehicle is equipped with a rear
brake lever lock.

1

2

1



1. Front brake lever

1. Rear brake lever

The front brake lever is located on the
right side of the handlebar. To apply
the front brake, pull this lever toward
the throttle grip.

The rear brake lever is located on the
left side of the handlebar. To apply the
rear brake, pull this lever toward the
handlebar grip.

3
1. Rear brake lever
2. Lever lock pin
3. Lever lock pin stopper

5PMPDLUIFCSBLFMFWFS
1. Pull the rear brake lever toward
the handlebar grip.
2. Push the lever lock pin down until
it latches with the lever lock pin
stopper.
5PVOMPDLUIFCSBLFMFWFS
1. Pull the brake lever toward the
handlebar grip.
4-5

*OTUSVNFOUBOEDPOUSPMGVODUJPOT
2. The lever lock pin should release
from the lever lock pin stopper
and unlock the rear brake lever.

EAU37473

'VFMUBOLDBQ

5PJOTUBMMUIFGVFMUBOLDBQ

5*1
Use the rear brake lever lock while
seated.
EWAN0010
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/FWFSBQQMZUIFSFBSCSBLFMFWFSMPDL
XIJMF UIF WFIJDMF JT NPWJOH  PUIFS
XJTF MPTT PG DPOUSPM PS BO BDDJEFOU
NBZSFTVMU.BLFTVSFUIBUUIFWFIJ
DMF JT TUPQQFE CFGPSF BQQMZJOH UIF
SFBSCSBLFMFWFSMPDL

1

3

2

1. Fuel tank cap
2. Open.
3. Close.

5PSFNPWFUIFGVFMUBOLDBQ
1. Open the seat. (See page 4-9.)
2. Turn the fuel tank cap counterclockwise and pull it off.
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1. Insert the fuel tank cap into the
tank opening and turn it clockwise
until the “ ” marks on the cap
and tank are aligned.
2. Close the seat.
EWA11092
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'VFM

2

Make sure there is sufficient gasoline in
the tank.
EWA10882

8"3/*/(
(BTPMJOF BOE HBTPMJOF WBQPST BSF
FYUSFNFMZB NNBCMF5PBWPJEãSFT
BOE FYQMPTJPOT BOE UP SFEVDF UIF
SJTLPG JOKVSZ XIFOSFGVFMJOH GPMMPX
UIFTFJOTUSVDUJPOT
1. Before refueling, turn off the engine and be sure that no one is sitting on the vehicle. Never refuel
while smoking, or while in the vicinity of sparks, open flames, or
other sources of ignition such as
the pilot lights of water heaters
and clothes dryers.
2. Do not overfill the fuel tank. Stop
filling when the fuel reaches the
bottom of the filler tube. Because
fuel expands when it heats up,
heat from the engine or the sun
can cause fuel to spill out of the
fuel tank.

EAUU0045

ZAUU0026

1. Fuel tank filler tube
2. Maximum fuel level

3. Wipe up any spilled fuel immediately. NOTICE: *NNFEJBUFMZ
XJQFPGGTQJMMFEGVFMXJUIBDMFBO
ESZ  TPGU DMPUI  TJODF GVFM NBZ
EFUFSJPSBUF QBJOUFE TVSGBDFT PS
QMBTUJDQBSUT [ECA10072]
4. Be sure to securely close the fuel
tank cap.
EWA15152

8"3/*/(
(BTPMJOF JT QPJTPOPVT BOE DBO
DBVTFJOKVSZPSEFBUI)BOEMFHBTP
MJOFXJUIDBSF/FWFSTJQIPOHBTPMJOF
CZ NPVUI *G ZPV TIPVME TXBMMPX
TPNFHBTPMJOFPSJOIBMFBMPUPGHBT
PMJOFWBQPS PSHFUTPNFHBTPMJOFJO
ZPVSFZFT TFFZPVSEPDUPSJNNFEJ
4-7

3FDPNNFOEFEGVFM
Regular unleaded gasoline (Gasohol
[E10] acceptable)
'VFMUBOLDBQBDJUZ
4.2 L (1.1 US gal, 0.9 Imp.gal)
ECA11401

NOTICE
6TFPOMZVOMFBEFEHBTPMJOF5IFVTF
PGMFBEFEHBTPMJOFXJMMDBVTFTFWFSF
EBNBHF UP JOUFSOBM FOHJOF QBSUT
TVDIBTUIFWBMWFTBOEQJTUPOSJOHT
BTXFMMBTUPUIFFYIBVTUTZTUFN



*OTUSVNFOUBOEDPOUSPMGVODUJPOT
EAU13434

$BUBMZUJDDPOWFSUFS
This model is equipped with a catalytic
converter in the exhaust system.
EWA10863

8"3/*/(



ECA10702

NOTICE

5IFFYIBVTUTZTUFNJTIPUBGUFSPQ
FSBUJPO5P QSFWFOU BãSF IB[BSEPS
CVSOT
t %P OPU QBSL UIF WFIJDMF OFBS
QPTTJCMF ãSF IB[BSET TVDI BT
HSBTT PS PUIFS NBUFSJBMT UIBU
FBTJMZCVSO
t 1BSL UIF WFIJDMF JO B QMBDF
XIFSF QFEFTUSJBOT PS DIJMESFO
BSF OPU MJLFMZ UP UPVDI UIF IPU
FYIBVTUTZTUFN
t .BLFTVSFUIBUUIFFYIBVTUTZT
UFN IBT DPPMFE EPXO CFGPSF
EPJOHBOZNBJOUFOBODFXPSL
t %P OPU BMMPX UIF FOHJOF UPJEMF
NPSFUIBOBGFXNJOVUFT-POH
JEMJOH DBO DBVTF B CVJMEVQ PG
IFBU

EAU37651

,JDLTUBSUFS

6TFPOMZVOMFBEFEHBTPMJOF5IFVTF
PG MFBEFE HBTPMJOF XJMM DBVTF VOSF
QBJSBCMF EBNBHF UP UIF DBUBMZUJD
DPOWFSUFS

1

ZAUU0831

1. Kickstarter

If the engine fails to start by pushing
the start switch, try to start it by using
the kickstarter. To start the engine, fold
out the kickstarter lever, move it down
lightly with your foot until the gears engage, and then push it down smoothly
but forcefully.

4-8

*OTUSVNFOUBOEDPOUSPMGVODUJPOT
EAU13933

4FBU
5PPQFOUIFTFBU
1. Place the scooter on the centerstand.
2. Insert the key into the main switch,
and then turn it counterclockwise
to “OPEN”.

5PDMPTFUIFTFBU
1. Fold the seat down, and then push
it down to lock it in place.
2. Remove the key from the main
switch if the scooter will be left unattended.

EAU37482

)FMNFUIPMEFST
1

5*1
Make sure that the seat is properly secured before riding.



2
1. Helmet holder

The helmet holders are located under
the seat.

1

5PTFDVSFBIFMNFUUPBIFMNFUIPMEFS

1. Seat lock
2. Seat

5*1
Do not push inward when turning the
key.
3. Fold the seat up.

4-9

1. Open the seat. (See page 4-9.)
2. Attach a helmet to a helmet holder, and then securely close the
seat. 8"3/*/(/FWFSSJEFXJUI
BIFMNFUBUUBDIFEUPUIFIFMNFU
IPMEFS TJODFUIFIFMNFUNBZIJU
PCKFDUT DBVTJOHMPTTPGDPOUSPM
BOEQPTTJCMZBOBDDJEFOU [EWA10162]
5P SFMFBTF B IFMNFU GSPN B IFMNFU
IPMEFS
Open the seat, remove the helmet from
the helmet holder, and then close the
seat.

*OTUSVNFOUBOEDPOUSPMGVODUJPOT
EAUN1200

$POWFOJFODFIPPL

EAU67520

4UPSBHFDPNQBSUNFOU

1


1. Storage compartment

1. Convenience hook
EWAN0030

8"3/*/(
t %POPUFYDFFEUIFMPBEMJNJUPG
LH  MC  GPS UIF DPOWFOJFODF
IPPL
t %P OPU FYDFFE UIF NBYJNVN
MPBE PG  LH  MC  GPS UIF
TDPPUFS

There is a storage compartment under
the seat.
EWA10962

8"3/*/(
t

t

%POPUFYDFFEUIFMPBEMJNJUPG
LH MC GPSUIFTUPSBHFDPN
QBSUNFOU
%P OPU FYDFFE UIF NBYJNVN
MPBEPGLH MC GPSUIFWF
IJDMF
ECA21150

NOTICE
,FFQ UIF GPMMPXJOH QPJOUT JO NJOE
XIFO VTJOH UIF TUPSBHF DPNQBSU
NFOU
4-10

t 4JODFUIFTUPSBHFDPNQBSUNFOU
BDDVNVMBUFT IFBU XIFO FY
QPTFEUPUIFTVOBOEPSUIFFO
HJOFIFBU EPOPUTUPSFBOZUIJOH
TVTDFQUJCMF UP IFBU  DPOTVN
BCMFTPSB NNBCMFJUFNTJOTJEF
JU
t 5PBWPJEIVNJEJUZGSPNTQSFBE
JOH UISPVHI UIF TUPSBHF DPN
QBSUNFOU XSBQXFUBSUJDMFTJOB
QMBTUJDCBHCFGPSFTUPSJOHUIFN
JOUIFDPNQBSUNFOU
t 4JODFUIFTUPSBHFDPNQBSUNFOU
NBZHFUXFUXIJMFUIFWFIJDMFJT
CFJOHXBTIFE XSBQBOZBSUJDMFT
TUPSFEJOUIFDPNQBSUNFOUJOB
QMBTUJDCBH
t %P OPU LFFQ BOZUIJOH WBMVBCMF
PS CSFBLBCMF JO UIF TUPSBHF
DPNQBSUNFOU
5*1
Do not leave your vehicle unattended
with the seat open.

*OTUSVNFOUBOEDPOUSPMGVODUJPOT
EAU15306

4JEFTUBOE

EWA10242

1
1. Sidestand

The sidestand is located on the left
side of the frame. Raise the sidestand
or lower it with your foot while holding
the vehicle upright.
5*1
The built-in sidestand switch is part of
the ignition circuit cut-off system,
which cuts the ignition in certain situations. (See the following section for an
explanation of the ignition circuit cutoff system.)

EAUT1096

*HOJUJPODJSDVJUDVUPGGTZTUFN

8"3/*/(
5IFWFIJDMFNVTUOPUCFSJEEFOXJUI
UIF TJEFTUBOE EPXO  PS JG UIF TJEF
TUBOEDBOOPUCFQSPQFSMZNPWFEVQ
PSEPFTOPUTUBZVQ PUIFSXJTFUIF
TJEFTUBOEDPVMEDPOUBDUUIFHSPVOE
BOE EJTUSBDU UIF PQFSBUPS  SFTVMUJOH
JO B QPTTJCMF MPTT PG DPOUSPM
:BNBIBT JHOJUJPO DJSDVJU DVUPGG
TZTUFNIBTCFFOEFTJHOFEUPBTTJTU
UIFPQFSBUPSJOGVMãMMJOHUIFSFTQPO
TJCJMJUZ PG SBJTJOH UIF TJEFTUBOE CF
GPSF TUBSUJOH PGG 5IFSFGPSF  DIFDL
UIJT TZTUFN SFHVMBSMZ BOE IBWF B
:BNBIBEFBMFSSFQBJSJUJGJUEPFTOPU
GVODUJPOQSPQFSMZ

4-11

Check the operation of the sidestand
switch according to the following procedure.



*OTUSVNFOUBOEDPOUSPMGVODUJPOT

Turn the key on.


Put the sidestand up.

WARNING
t The vehicle must be placed on the centerstand during this inspection.
t If a malfunction is noted, have a Yamaha
dealer check the system before riding.

Push the start switch while applying
either of the brake levers. The engine will
start.

Put the sidestand down.

If the engine stalls:

The sidestand switch is OK.

4-12

'PSZPVSTBGFUZoQSFPQFSBUJPODIFDLT
EAU15599

Inspect your vehicle each time you use it to make sure the vehicle is in safe operating condition. Always follow the inspection
and maintenance procedures and schedules described in the Owner’s Manual.
EWA11152

8"3/*/(
'BJMVSFUPJOTQFDUPSNBJOUBJOUIFWFIJDMFQSPQFSMZJODSFBTFTUIFQPTTJCJMJUZPGBOBDDJEFOUPSFRVJQNFOUEBNBHF
%POPUPQFSBUFUIFWFIJDMFJGZPVãOEBOZQSPCMFN*GBQSPCMFNDBOOPUCFDPSSFDUFECZUIFQSPDFEVSFTQSPWJEFEJO
UIJTNBOVBM IBWFUIFWFIJDMFJOTQFDUFECZB:BNBIBEFBMFS
Before using this vehicle, check the following points:
*5 &.

$ )& $ , 4

1"(&

'VFM

t Check fuel level in fuel tank.
t Refuel if necessary.
t Check fuel line for leakage.

4-7

&OHJOFPJM

t Check oil level in engine.
t If necessary, add recommended oil to specified level.
t Check vehicle for oil leakage.

7-11

'JOBMUSBOTNJTTJPOPJM

t Check vehicle for oil leakage.

7-13

'SPOUCSBLF

t Check operation.
t If soft or spongy, have Yamaha dealer bleed hydraulic system.
t Check brake pads for wear.
t Replace if necessary.
t Check fluid level in reservoir.
t If necessary, add specified brake fluid to specified level.
t Check hydraulic system for leakage.

7-20, 7-21

3FBSCSBLF

t Check operation.
t Lubricate cable if necessary.
t Check lever free play.
t Adjust if necessary.

7-19, 7-20

5-1



'PSZPVSTBGFUZoQSFPQFSBUJPODIFDLT
*5&.



$) & $ , 4

1"(&

5ISPUUMFHSJQ

t Make sure that operation is smooth.
t Check throttle grip free play.
t If necessary, have Yamaha dealer adjust throttle grip free play and lubricate cable and grip housing.

7-16, 7-22

$POUSPMDBCMFT

t Make sure that operation is smooth.
t Lubricate if necessary.

7-22

8IFFMTBOEUJSFT

t Check for damage.
t Check tire condition and tread depth.
t Check air pressure.
t Correct if necessary.

7-17, 7-19

'SPOUCSBLFMFWFS

t Make sure that operation is smooth.
t Lubricate lever pivoting point if necessary.

3FBSCSBLFMFWFS

t Make sure that operation is smooth and rear brake lever lock pin properly latches and releases.
t Lubricate lever pivoting point and lever lock pin if necessary.

$FOUFSTUBOE TJEFTUBOE

t Make sure that operation is smooth.
t Lubricate pivots if necessary.

$IBTTJTGBTUFOFST

t Make sure that all nuts, bolts and screws are properly tightened.
t Tighten if necessary.

—

*OTUSVNFOUT MJHIUT TJHOBMT
BOETXJUDIFT

t Check operation.
t Correct if necessary.

—

4JEFTUBOETXJUDI

t Check operation of ignition circuit cut-off system.
t If system is not working correctly, have Yamaha dealer check vehicle.

7-23

4-5, 7-23

7-23

5-2
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0QFSBUJPOBOEJNQPSUBOUSJEJOHQPJOUT
EAU15952

EAUV0121

Read the Owner’s Manual carefully to
become familiar with all controls. If
there is a control or function you do not
understand, ask your Yamaha dealer.

ECAV0031

EAUN0850

4UBSUJOHUIFFOHJOF

EWA10272

8"3/*/(
'BJMVSF UP GBNJMJBSJ[F ZPVSTFMG XJUI
UIFDPOUSPMTDBOMFBEUPMPTTPGDPO
USPM XIJDIDPVMEDBVTFBOBDDJEFOU
PSJOKVSZ

NOTICE
%P OPU SJEF JO XBUFS UIBU JT EFFQ
FOPVHIUPBMMPXFOHJOFQBSUT FTQF
DJBMMZUIFBJSãMUFSJOUBLF UPCFDPNF
XFU PS TVCNFSTFE *G UIF FOHJOF JT
BMMPXFE UP CF TVCNFSTFE JO XBUFS
CF TVSF UP SFNPWF UIF XBUFS GSPN
UIFBJSãMUFSDBTFBTTPPOBTQPTTJCMF
UP QSFWFOU FYUFOTJWF FOHJOF EBN
BHF 4FF i1&3*0%*$ ."*/5&
/"/$& "/% "%+645.&/5w GPS
EFUBJMT

The sidestand must be up in order for
the ignition circuit cut-off system to enable starting (see page 4-11).
EWAN0020

8"3/*/(
#FGPSF TUBSUJOH UIF FOHJOF  NBLF
TVSFUIBUUIFWFIJDMFJTQMBDFEPOUIF
DFOUFSTUBOE
ECA10251

NOTICE
4FFQBHFGPSFOHJOFCSFBLJOJO
TUSVDUJPOTQSJPSUPPQFSBUJOHUIFWF
IJDMFGPSUIFãSTUUJNF
5PTUBSUUIFFOHJOF
1. Place the vehicle on the centerstand.
2. Turn the key to “ON”.
3. Apply the front or rear brake.
4. Push the start switch.
Each starting attempt should be
as short as possible to preserve
the battery. Do not crank the engine more than 5 seconds on any
one attempt.

6-1



0QFSBUJPOBOEJNQPSUBOUSJEJOHQPJOUT
5. When the engine starts, release
the start switch.
If the engine does not start, try
again with the throttle grip open
1/4 turn (10 mm).

EAU16782

"DDFMFSBUJPOBOEEFDFMFSBUJPO

EWA17790

(b)

1/4 turn
(10 mm)
(a)

ZAUV0319

5*1
If the engine will not not start by pushing the start switch, try using the kickstarter.

EAU67530

#SBLJOH

The speed can be adjusted by opening
and closing the throttle. To increase
the speed, turn the throttle grip in direction (a). To reduce the speed, turn
the throttle grip in direction (b).

ECA11043

NOTICE

8"3/*/(

t "WPJECSBLJOHIBSEPSTVEEFOMZ
FTQFDJBMMZXIFOMFBOJOHPWFSUP
POFTJEF PUIFSXJTFUIFWFIJDMF
NBZTLJEPSPWFSUVSO
t 3BJMSPBE DSPTTJOHT  TUSFFUDBS
SBJMT  JSPO QMBUFT PO SPBE DPO
TUSVDUJPO TJUFT  BOE NBOIPMF
DPWFST CFDPNF FYUSFNFMZ TMJQ
QFSZXIFOXFU5IFSFGPSF TMPX
EPXO XIFO BQQSPBDIJOH TVDI
BSFBTBOEDSPTTUIFNXJUIDBV
UJPO
t ,FFQJONJOEUIBUCSBLJOHPOB
XFUSPBEJTNVDINPSFEJGãDVMU
t 3JEFTMPXMZEPXOBIJMM BTCSBL
JOH EPXOIJMM DBO CF WFSZ EJGã
DVMU
1. Close the throttle completely.
2. Apply both front and rear brakes
simultaneously while gradually increasing the pressure.

'PSNBYJNVNFOHJOFMJGF OFWFSBD
DFMFSBUF IBSE XIFO UIF FOHJOF JT
DPME

6-2

0QFSBUJPOBOEJNQPSUBOUSJEJOHQPJOUT
EAU16831

&OHJOFCSFBLJO
There is never a more important period
in the life of your engine than the period
between 0 and 1000 km (600 mi). For
this reason, you should read the following material carefully.
Since the engine is brand new, do not
put an excessive load on it for the first
1000 km (600 mi). The various parts in
the engine wear and polish themselves
to the correct operating clearances.
During this period, prolonged full-throttle operation or any condition that
might result in engine overheating
must be avoided.
EAU37793

oLN oNJ
Avoid prolonged operation above 1/3
throttle.
After every hour of operation, stop the
engine, and then let it cool for five to
ten minutes.
Vary the engine speed from time to
time. Do not operate the engine at one
set throttle position.

oLN oNJ
Avoid prolonged operation above 1/2
throttle.
Rev the engine freely through the
gears, but do not use full throttle at any
time.
oLN oNJ
Avoid prolonged operation above 3/4
throttle.
LN NJ BOECFZPOE
Avoid prolonged full-throttle operation.
Vary the engine speed occasionally.
NOTICE: "GUFS  LN  NJ  PG
PQFSBUJPO  UIF FOHJOF PJM NVTU CF
DIBOHFE UIFPJMãMUFSDBSUSJEHFPSFM
FNFOUSFQMBDFE BOEUIFPJMTUSBJOFS
DMFBOFE *G BOZ FOHJOF USPVCMF
TIPVME PDDVS EVSJOH UIF FOHJOF
CSFBLJOQFSJPE JNNFEJBUFMZIBWFB
:BNBIB EFBMFS DIFDL UIF WFIJDMF
[ECA10363]

6-3

EAU17214

1BSLJOH
When parking, stop the engine, and
then remove the key from the main
switch.
EWA10312

8"3/*/(
t 4JODF UIF FOHJOF BOE FYIBVTU
TZTUFN DBO CFDPNF WFSZ IPU
QBSLJOBQMBDFXIFSFQFEFTUSJ
BOTPSDIJMESFOBSFOPUMJLFMZUP
UPVDIUIFNBOECFCVSOFE
t %POPUQBSLPOBTMPQFPSPOTPGU
HSPVOE  PUIFSXJTF UIF WFIJDMF
NBZ PWFSUVSO  JODSFBTJOH UIF
SJTLPGBGVFMMFBLBOEãSF
t %POPUQBSLOFBSHSBTTPSPUIFS
¡B NNBCMF NBUFSJBMT XIJDI
NJHIUDBUDIãSF



0QFSBUJPOBOEJNQPSUBOUSJEJOHQPJOUT
EAUU1241

(FOFSBMOPUF
Much can be gained from the correct use and maintenance of a motorcycle.

1. THE CUSTOMERS CAN USE THE FULLEST
POTENTIAL OF YAMAHA MOTORCYCLES

2. A MOTORCYCLE CAN KEEP ITS PERFORMANCE
CAPABILITY FOR A LONGER TIME
Comparison of wear on engine parts
(piston, piston ring, cylinder, etc.)
Perfect operative
condition

100%



With maintenance

Without
maintenance

Distance
covered (km)
ZAUU0736

6-4

Engine overhaul, cylinder
boring, piston ring change, etc.

0QFSBUJPOBOEJNQPSUBOUSJEJOHQPJOUT

3. FUEL COST AND REPAIR EXPENSES CAN BE
KEPT TO A MINIMUM

4. A MOTORCYCLE CAN DEMAND A HIGH PRICE
WHEN IT IS TRADED IN AS A USED PRODUCT

Fuel consumption
With maintenance
100%
Without
maintenance
Distance covered (km)



Customer’s running cost
(fuel cost plus maintenance and repair expenses)
S

Without maintenance
Big repairs at higher expenses
With maintenance

Distance covered (km)
ZAUU0737
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1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
EAU17246

EWA15123



Periodic inspection, adjustment, and
lubrication will keep your vehicle in the
safest and most efficient condition
possible. Safety is an obligation of the
vehicle owner/operator. The most important points of vehicle inspection,
adjustment, and lubrication are explained on the following pages.
The intervals given in the periodic
maintenance charts should be simply
considered as a general guide under
normal riding conditions. However, depending on the weather, terrain, geographical location, and individual use,
the maintenance intervals may need to
be shortened.

5VSOPGGUIFFOHJOFXIFOQFSGPSNJOH
NBJOUFOBODF VOMFTT PUIFSXJTF
TQFDJãFE
t " SVOOJOH FOHJOF IBT NPWJOH
QBSUT UIBU DBO DBUDI PO CPEZ
QBSUT PS DMPUIJOH BOE FMFDUSJDBM
QBSUTUIBUDBODBVTFTIPDLTPS
ãSFT
t 3VOOJOH UIF FOHJOF XIJMF TFS
WJDJOH DBO MFBE UP FZF JOKVSZ
CVSOT ãSF PSDBSCPONPOPYJEF
QPJTPOJOH o QPTTJCMZ MFBEJOH UP
EFBUI4FFQBHFGPSNPSFJO
GPSNBUJPOBCPVUDBSCPONPOPY
JEF
EWA15461

EWA10322

8"3/*/(
'BJMVSFUPQSPQFSMZNBJOUBJOUIFWFIJ
DMF PS QFSGPSNJOH NBJOUFOBODF BD
UJWJUJFT JODPSSFDUMZ NBZ JODSFBTF
ZPVS SJTL PG JOKVSZ PS EFBUI EVSJOH
TFSWJDFPSXIJMFVTJOHUIFWFIJDMF*G
ZPVBSFOPUGBNJMJBSXJUIWFIJDMFTFS
WJDF IBWFB:BNBIBEFBMFSQFSGPSN
TFSWJDF

EAU17382

0XOFSTUPPMLJU

8"3/*/(

8"3/*/(
#SBLF EJTDT  DBMJQFST  ESVNT  BOE
MJOJOHTDBOCFDPNFWFSZIPUEVSJOH
VTF 5P BWPJE QPTTJCMF CVSOT  MFU
CSBLF DPNQPOFOUT DPPM CFGPSF
UPVDIJOHUIFN
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1. Owner’s tool kit

The owner’s tool kit is located under
the seat. (See page 4-9.)
The service information included in this
manual and the tools provided in the
owner’s tool kit are intended to assist
you in the performance of preventive
maintenance and minor repairs. However, additional tools such as a torque
wrench may be necessary to perform
certain maintenance work correctly.
5*1
If you do not have the tools or experience required for a particular job, have
a Yamaha dealer perform it for you.

1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
EAUU0621

5*1
t 5IFBOOVBMDIFDLTNVTUCFQFSGPSNFEFWFSZZFBS FYDFQUJGBLJMPNFUFSCBTFENBJOUFOBODFJTQFSGPSNFEJO
TUFBE
t From 16000 km, repeat the maintenance intervals starting from 4000 km.
t Items marked with an asterisk should be performed by a Yamaha dealer as they require special tools, data and technical skills.
EAUU1293

1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFDIBSUGPSUIFFNJTTJPODPOUSPMTZTUFN
0%0.&5&33&"%*/( XIJDIFWFSDPNFTã STU
/0

*5&.

$)&$,03."*/5&/"/$&+0#

 * 'VFMMJOF

t Check fuel hose for cracks or
damage.

 * 'VFMãMUFS

t Check condition.
t Replace if necessary.



4QBSLQMVH

LN
PS
NPOUIT

LN
PS
NPOUIT

LN
PS
NPOUIT

LN
PS
NPOUIT

LN
PS
NPOUIT

"//6"-
$)&$,

√

√

√

√

√

Every 12000 km (7500 mi)

t Check condition.
t Clean and regap.

√

t Replace.
 * 7BMWFT

t Check valve clearance.
t Adjust if necessary.

 * 'VFMJOKFDUJPO

t Check engine idle speed.

 * &YIBVTUTZTUFN

t Check for leakage.
t Tighten if necessary.
t Replace gasket(s) if necessary.



√

√

√

Every 8000 km (5000 mi)
√
√

7-2

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
EAUU1286

(FOFSBMNBJOUFOBODFBOEMVCSJDBUJPODIBSU
0%0.&5&33&"%*/( XIJDIFWFSDPNFTãSTU
/0

*5&.

$)&$,03."*/5&/"/$&+0#



"JSãMUFSFMFNFOU

t Replace.



"JSãMUFSDIFDLIPTF

t Clean.

 *

7CFMUDBTFBJSãMUFS
FMFNFOU

t Clean.
t Replace if necessary.

 * #BUUFSZ

 * 'SPOUCSBLF

 * 3FBSCSBLF

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Every 15000 km ( 9000 mi)

√

√

t Check operation, fluid level and
vehicle for fluid leakage.

√

√

Whenever wor n to the limit
√

√

t Replace brake shoes.

 * #SBLFIPTF

√

√

Whenever wor n to the limit

t Check for cracks or damage.
t Check for correct routing and
clamping.

√

√

√

√

t Replace.
 * 8IFFMT

"//6"-
$)&$,

√

t Check voltage.
t Charge if necessary.

t Check operation and adjust brake
lever free play.

LN LN
PS
PS
NPOUIT NPOUIT

LN
PS
NPOUIT

t Replace brake pads.



LN
PS
NPOUIT

LN
PS
NPOUIT

√

Every 4 years

t Check runout and for damage.
t Replace if necessary.
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√

1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
0%0.&5&33&"%*/( XIJDIFWFSDPNFTã STU
/0

*5&.

 * 5JSFT

 * 8IFFMCFBSJOHT

 * 4XJOHBSN

 * 4UFFSJOHCFBSJOHT

LN
PS
NPOUIT

LN
PS
NPOUIT

LN
PS
NPOUIT

LN
PS
NPOUIT

"//6"-
$)&$,

t Check tread depth and for damage.
t Replace if necessary.
t Check air pressure.
t Correct if necessary.

√

√

√

√

√

t Check bearings for looseness or
damage.

√

√

√

√

t Check operation for excessive
play.

√

√

√

√

$)&$,03."*/5&/"/$&+0#

LN
PS
NPOUIT

t Lubricate with lithium-soapbased grease.
t Check bearing play and steering
for roughness.

Every 12000 km (7500 mi)
√

√

t Lubricate with lithium-soapbased grease.

√

√

√



Every 12000 km (7500 mi)

t Make sure that all nuts, bolts and
screws are properly tightened.

√

√

√

√

√



'SPOUCSBLFMFWFS
QJWPUTIBGU

t Lubricate with silicone grease.

√

√

√

√

√



3FBSCSBLFMFWFS
QJWPUTIBGU

t Lubricate with lithium-soapbased grease.

√

√

√

√

√

t Check operation.
t Lubricate with lithium-soapbased grease.

√

√

√

√

√

 * $IBTTJTGBTUFOFST

4JEFTUBOE DFOUFS
 *
TUBOE
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1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
0%0.&5&33&"%*/( XIJDIFWFSDPNFTãSTU
/0

*5&.

LN
PS
NPOUIT

LN
PS
NPOUIT

LN LN
PS
PS
NPOUIT NPOUIT

 * 4JEFTUBOETXJUDI

t Check operation.

√

√

√

√

t Check operation and for oil leakage.

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

 *

4IPDLBCTPSCFSBT
TFNCMZ

t Check operation and shock absorber for oil leakage.



&OHJOFPJM

t Change.
t Check oil level and vehicle for oil
leakage.



'JOBMUSBOTNJTTJPO
PJM

 * 7CFMU
 *

7CFMUTFDPOEBSZ
TIFBWF

√

LN
PS
NPOUIT

 * 'SPOUGPSL

 * &OHJOFPJMTUSBJOFS



$)&$,03."*/5&/"/$&+0#

√

t Clean.

√

t Check vehicle for oil leakage.

√

t Change.

√

Every 8000 km (5000 mi)
Every 12000 km (7500 mi)
√

t Replace.

Every 25000 km (15500 mi)

t Lubricate.

Every 12000 km (7500 mi)

7-5

√

√
√
√

t Check for damage and wear.

"//6"-
$)&$,

√

√

1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
0%0.&5&33&"%*/( XIJDIFWFSDPNFTãSTU
/0

*5&.

$)&$,03."*/5&/"/$&+0#

LN LN
PS
PS
NPOUIT NPOUIT

"//6"-
$)&$,

LN
PS
NPOUIT

LN
PS
NPOUIT

LN
PS
NPOUIT

√

√

√

√

√

√

 *

'SPOUBOESFBS
CSBLFTXJUDIFT

t Check operation.



.PWJOHQBSUTBOE
DBCMFT

t Lubricate.

√

√

√

√

√

t Check operation.
t Check throttle grip free play, and
adjust if necessary.
t Lubricate cable and grip housing.

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

 * 5ISPUUMFHSJQ

 *

-JHIUT TJHOBMTBOE
TXJUDIFT

t Check operation.
t Adjust headlight beam.

√

EAUU1622

5*1
t Air filter
t This model’s air filter is equipped with a disposable oil-coated paper element, which must not be cleaned with compressed air to avoid damaging it.
t The air filter element needs to be replaced more frequently when riding in unusually wet or dusty areas.
t V-belt case air filter
t The air filter needs more frequent service if you are riding in unusually wet or dusty areas.
t V-belt
t The V-belt should be checked at the initial 7000 km (4500 mi) and every 3000 km (2000 mi) thereafter. Replace the
V-belt if any damage or wear is found. The V-belt needs to be replaced every 25000 km (16000 mi) even if there is
no wear or damage.
7-6



1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU



t Hydraulic brake service
t Regularly check and, if necessary, correct the brake fluid level. After dissembling the brake master cylinders and calipers, always change the brake fluid.
t Every two years replace the internal components of the brake master cylinder and caliper, and change the brake
fluid.
t Replace the brake hose every four years and if cracked or damaged.
t Fuel system service
t Use only unleaded gasoline. The use of leaded gasoline will cause severe damage to internal engine parts, such as
the valves and piston rings, as well as to the exhaust system.
t Replace the fuel filler cover every two years or if cracked or damaged.
t Check the fuel filter if clogged or damaged every 12000 km (7500 mi).
t Battery service
t Check the condition and service every 3 months.
t Recharge the battery immediately if the voltage is less than 12.4 V.
t If the battery tends to discharge, replace it immediately.
t If the vehicle will not be used for more than one month, remove the battery, fully charge it, and then place it in a cool,
dry place.

7-7

1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
EAU18724

1BOFM#

3FNPWJOHBOEJOTUBMMJOHUIF
DPXMJOHBOEQBOFMT

To remove the panel
1. Open the seat. (See page 4-9.)
2. Remove the screws, and then pull
the panel off as shown.

The cowling and panels shown need to
be removed to perform some of the
maintenance jobs described in this
chapter. Refer to this section each time
the cowling or a panel needs to be removed and installed.
1. Panel A
2. Bolt
3. Screw

2. Pull the panel off as shown.

1. Panel B
2. Screw

To install the panel
1. Place the panel in the original position, and then install the screws.
2. Close the seat.

1. Panel A
2. Panel B
3. Panel C

1BOFM"
To remove the panel
1. Remove the screws from panel A.

1BOFM$
To remove the panel
To install the panel
1. Open the seat. (See page 4-9.)
Place the panel in the original position, 2. Remove the screws, and then pull
and then install the screws.
the panel off as shown.
7-8

1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
EAUT1837

$IFDLJOHUIFTQBSLQMVH

1. Screw
2. Panel C



To install the panel
1. Place the panel in the original position, and then install the screws.
2. Close the seat.

The spark plug is an important engine
component, which is easy to check.
Since heat and deposits will cause any
spark plug to slowly erode, the spark
plug should be removed and checked
in accordance with the periodic maintenance and lubrication chart. In addition, the condition of the spark plug
can reveal the condition of the engine.
5PSFNPWFUIFTQBSLQMVH
1. Place the vehicle on the centerstand.
2. Remove panel B. (See page 7-8.)
3. Remove the spark plug cap.

1

4. Remove the spark plug as shown,
with the spark plug wrench included in the owner’s tool kit.

1

ZAUN0643

1. Spark plug

5PDIFDLUIFTQBSLQMVH
1. Check that the porcelain insulator
around the center electrode of the
spark plug is a medium-to-light
tan (the ideal color when the vehicle is ridden normally).
5*1
If the spark plug shows a distinctly different color, the engine could be operating improperly. Do not attempt to
diagnose such problems yourself. Instead, have a Yamaha dealer check
the vehicle.

ZAUU0845

1. Spark plug cap
7-9

1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
2. Check the spark plug for electrode
erosion and excessive carbon or
other deposits, and replace it if
necessary.
4QFDJãFETQBSLQMVH
NGK/CR6HSA

5PJOTUBMMUIFTQBSLQMVH
1. Measure the spark plug gap with a
wire thickness gauge and, if necessary, adjust the gap to specification.

EAU62843

2. Clean the surface of the spark
plug gasket and its mating surface, and then wipe off any grime
from the spark plug threads.
3. Install the spark plug with the
spark plug wrench, and then tighten it to the specified torque.
5JHIUFOJOHUPSRVF
Spark plug:
12.5 Nm (1.25 m·kgf, 9.0 ft·lbf)

5*1
If a torque wrench is not available
when installing a spark plug, a good
estimate of the correct torque is 1/4–
1/2 turn past finger tight. However, the
spark plug should be tightened to the
specified torque as soon as possible.
1. Spark plug gap

4. Install the spark plug cap.
5. Install the panel.

&OHJOFPJMBOEPJMTUSBJOFS
The engine oil level should be checked
before each ride. In addition, the oil
must be changed and the oil strainer
cleaned at the intervals specified in the
periodic maintenance and lubrication
chart.
5PDIFDLUIFFOHJOFPJMMFWFM
1. Place the vehicle on the centerstand. A slight tilt to the side can
result in a false reading.
2. Start the engine, warm it up for
several minutes, and then turn it
off.
3. Wait a few minutes until the oil settles, remove the oil filler cap, wipe
the dipstick clean, insert it back
into the oil filler hole (without
screwing it in), and then remove it
again to check the oil level.
EWAU0031

8"3/*/(

4QBSLQMVHHBQ
0.6–0.7 mm (0.024–0.028 in)
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5IF NVG¡ FS BOE NVG¡ FS QSPUFDUPS
CFDPNF WFSZ IPU EVSJOH VTF 5P
BWPJEQPTTJCMFCVSOT MFUUIFNVG¡F S
BOEQSPUFDUPSDPPMCFGPSFSFNPWJOH
UIFPJMãMMFSDBQ



1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
5*1
The engine oil should be between the
tip of the dipstick and maximum level
mark.

1
2

3. Remove the engine oil filler cap
and drain bolt B to drain the oil
from the crankcase. NOTICE:
8IFO SFNPWJOH UIF FOHJOF PJM
ESBJOCPMU UIF0SJOH DPNQSFT
TJPOTQSJOH BOEPJMTUSBJOFSXJMM
GBMM PVU 5BLF DBSF OPU UP MPTF
UIFTFQBSUT [ECA11002]

1. Maximum level mark
2. Tip of the engine oil dipstick

1
1. Engine oil filler cap



4. If the engine oil is at or below the
minimum level mark, add sufficient oil of the recommended type
to raise it to the correct level.
5. Insert the dipstick into the oil filler
hole, and then tighten the oil filler
cap.
5PDIBOHFUIFFOHJOFPJMBOEDMFBO
UIFPJMTUSBJOFS
1. Start the engine, warm it up for
several minutes, and then turn it
off.
2. Place an oil pan under the engine
to collect the used oil.
7-11

1

2

1. Engine oil drain bolt A
2. Engine oil drain bolt B

5*1
When only changing the engine oil, remove drain bolt A. When changing the
engine oil and cleaning the engine oil
strainer, remove drain bolt B also.

1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
5JHIUFOJOHUPSRVF
Engine oil drain bolt A:
20 Nm (2.0 m·kgf, 14 ft·lbf)
Engine oil drain bolt B:
20 Nm (2.0 m·kgf, 14 ft·lbf)

ZAUU0056

1. Oil strainer
2. Compression spring
3. O-ring

4. Clean the engine oil strainer with
solvent, and then check it for
damage and replace it if necessary.
5. Check O ring, replace if necessary.
6. Install the engine oil strainer, compression spring, engine oil drain
bolt with new O-ring, and then
tighten the drain bolt to the specified torque.
5*1
Make sure that the O-ring is properly
seated.

BEEJUJPO EPOPUVTFPJMTMBCFMFE
i&/&3(: $0/4&37*/( **w PS
IJHIFS
t .BLFTVSFUIBUOPGPSFJHONBUF
SJBMFOUFSTUIFDSBOLDBTF

7. Refill with the specified amount of
the recommended engine oil, and
then install and tighten the oil filler
cap.
3FDPNNFOEFEFOHJOFPJM
See page 9-1.
0JMRVBOUJUZ
0.80 L (0.85 US qt, 0.70 Imp.qt)

5*1
Be sure to wipe off spilled oil on any
parts after the engine and exhaust system have cooled down.
ECA11621

NOTICE
t *O PSEFS UP QSFWFOU DMVUDI TMJQ
QBHF TJODF UIF FOHJOF PJM BMTP
MVCSJDBUFT UIF DMVUDI  EP OPU
NJYBOZDIFNJDBMBEEJUJWFT%P
OPUVTFPJMTXJUIBEJFTFMTQFDJ
ãDBUJPOPGi$%wPSPJMTPGBIJHI
FS RVBMJUZ UIBO TQFDJãFE *O
7-12

8. Start the engine, and then let it idle
for several minutes while checking
it for oil leakage. If oil is leaking,
immediately turn the engine off
and check for the cause.
9. Turn the engine off, and then
check the oil level and correct it if
necessary.


1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
6. Install the final transmission oil
drain bolt and its new gasket, and
then tighten the bolt to the specified torque.

EAU60660

'JOBMUSBOTNJTTJPOPJM



The final transmission case must be
checked for oil leakage before each
ride. If any leakage is found, have a
Yamaha dealer check and repair the
vehicle. In addition, the final transmission oil must be changed as follows at
the intervals specified in the periodic
maintenance and lubrication chart.
1. Start the engine, warm up the final
transmission oil by riding the vehicle for several minutes, and then
stop the engine.
2. Place the vehicle on the centerstand.
3. Place an oil pan under the final
transmission case to collect the
used oil.
4. Remove the final transmission oil
filler cap and its O-ring from the final transmission case.

1

1. Final transmission oil filler cap

5. Remove the final transmission oil
drain bolt and its gasket to drain
the oil from the final transmission
case.

5JHIUFOJOHUPSRVF
Final transmission oil drain bolt:
13 Nm (1.3 m·kgf, 9.4 ft·lbf)

7. Refill with the specified amount of
the recommended final transmission oil. 8"3/*/( .BLF TVSF
UIBU OP GPSFJHO NBUFSJBM FOUFST
UIF ãOBM USBOTNJTTJPO DBTF
.BLF TVSF UIBU OP PJM HFUT PO
UIFUJSFPSXIFFM [EWA11312]
3FDPNNFOEFEãOBMUSBOTNJTTJPO
PJM
See page 9-1.
0JMRVBOUJUZ
0.10 L (0.11 US qt, 0.09 Imp.qt)

1
1. Final transmission oil drain bolt
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8. Install the final transmission oil filler cap and its new O-ring, and
then tighten the oil filler cap.
9. Check the final transmission case
for oil leakage. If oil is leaking,
check for the cause.

1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
EAU60490

"JSãMUFSBOE7CFMUDBTFBJSãM
UFSFMFNFOUT

3. Remove the air filter element by
pulling it out.

The air filter element should be replaced and the V-belt case air filter element should be cleaned at the
intervals specified in the periodic maintenance and lubrication chart. Service
the air filter elements more frequently if
you are riding in unusually wet or dusty
areas.
$IFDLJOHBOESFQMBDJOHUIFBJSãMUFS
FMFNFOU
1. Place the vehicle on the centerstand.
2. Remove the air filter case cover by
removing the screws.

1

1

1

1. V-belt air filter case cover

3. Remove the element by pulling it
out.

1. Air filter element

4. Check the air filter element for excessive dirt or damage and replace it if necessary.
5. Place the air filter element in its
original position.
6. Install the air filter case cover by
installing the screws.
$MFBOJOHUIF7CFMUDBTFBJSãMUFSFM
FNFOU
1. Place the vehicle on the centerstand.
2. Remove the V-belt air filter case
cover by removing the bolts.

1. Air filter case cover
7-14

1


1. Air filter element

4. Clean the element with solvent,
and then squeeze the remaining
solvent out.
5. Check the element for damage
and replace it if necessary.

1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
6. Apply oil of the recommended
type to the entire surface of the element, and then squeeze the excess oil out. 8"3/*/(6TFPOMZ
BEFEJDBUFEQBSUTDMFBOJOHTPM
WFOU5PBWPJEUIFSJTLPGãSFPS
FYQMPTJPO  EP OPU VTF HBTPMJOF
PS TPMWFOUT XJUI B MPX ¡BT I
QPJOU [EWA10432] NOTICE: 5P BWPJE
EBNBHJOHUIFBJSãMUFSFMFNFOU
IBOEMF JU HFOUMZ BOE DBSFGVMMZ
BOEEPOPUUXJTUJU [ECA10522]



5*1
The element should be wet but not
dripping.
3FDPNNFOEFEPJM
Yamaha foam air filter oil or other
quality foam air filter oil

7. Install the element into the filter
case.
8. Place the air filter case cover in its
original position, and then install
the bolts. NOTICE: .BLF TVSF
UIBUFBDIãMUFSFMFNFOUJTQSPQ
FSMZTFBUFE JOJUTDBTF5IF FO
HJOF TIPVME OFWFS CF PQFSBUFE
XJUIPVU UIF ãMUFS FMFNFOUT JO

TUBMMFE  PUIFSXJTF UIF QJTUPO T
BOEPS DZMJOEFS T  NBZ CFDPNF
FYDFTTJWFMZXPSO [ECA10532]
$MFBOJOH UIF BJS ãMUFS DBQT BOE
DIFDLIPTF
1. Check each cap at the bottom of
the air filter case and the hose at
the bottom of the V-belt case for
accumulated dirt or water.
2. If dirt or water is visible, remove
the hose or caps from their clamp.
3. Drain dirt or water into a proper
container.
4. Install the air filter check hose or
caps to the original position.
5*1
The air filter check hose or caps need
more frequent cleaning after riding in
the rain, washing the vehicle, or in case
of overturn. If the check hose or caps
are clogged, have a Yamaha dealer
service the vehicle.

7-15

EAU44735

$IFDLJOHUIFFOHJOFJEMJOH
TQFFE
Check the engine idling speed and, if
necessary, have it corrected by a
Yamaha dealer.
&OHJOFJEMJOHTQFFE
1500–1700 r/min

1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
EAUV0252

EAU21402

"EKVTUJOHUIFUISPUUMFHSJQGSFF
QMBZ

4. Tighten the locknut and then slide 7BMWFDMFBSBODF
the rubber cover to its original po- The valve clearance changes with use,
sition.
resulting in improper air-fuel mixture
and/or engine noise. To prevent this
from occurring, the valve clearance
must be adjusted by a Yamaha dealer
at the intervals specified in the periodic
maintenance and lubrication chart.

3
4
(a)
(b)
1.
2.
3.
4.

1

2

Throttle grip free play adjusting nut
Locknut
Rubber cover
Throttle grip free play

The throttle grip free play should measure 3.0–7.0 mm (0.12–0.28 in) at the
inner edge of the throttle grip. Periodically check the throttle grip free play
and, if necessary, adjust it as follows.
1. Slide the rubber cover back.
2. Loosen the locknut.
3. To increase the throttle grip free
play, turn the adjusting nut in direction (a). To decrease the throttle grip free play, turn the adjusting
nut in direction (b).
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1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
EAU70050

5JSFT
Tires are the only contact between the
vehicle and the road. Safety in all conditions of riding depends on a relatively
small area of road contact. Therefore, it
is essential to maintain the tires in good
condition at all times and replace them
at the appropriate time with the specified tires.

XFJHIUPGSJEFS QBTTFOHFS DBS
HP  BOE BDDFTTPSJFT BQQSPWFE
GPSUIJTNPEFM

5JSFJOTQFDUJPO

5JSFBJSQSFTTVSF NFBTVSFEPODPME
UJSFT 
Front (1 person):

200kPa(2.00 kgf/cm 2 , 29 psi)
Rear (1 person):

225kPa(2.25 kgf/cm 2 , 33 psi)
Front (2 persons):

5JSFBJSQSFTTVSF
The tire air pressure should be
checked and, if necessary, adjusted
before each ride.
EWA10504



8"3/*/(
0QFSBUJPO PG UIJT WFIJDMF XJUI JN
QSPQFSUJSFQSFTTVSFNBZDBVTFTF
WFSF JOKVSZ PS EFBUI GSPN MPTT PG
DPOUSPM
t 5IF UJSF BJS QSFTTVSF NVTU CF
DIFDLFE BOE BEKVTUFE PO DPME
UJSFT JF XIFOUIFUFNQFSBUVSF
PG UIF UJSFT FRVBMT UIF BNCJFOU
UFNQFSBUVSF 
t 5IF UJSF BJS QSFTTVSF NVTU CF
BEKVTUFEJOBDDPSEBODFXJUIUIF
SJEJOH TQFFE BOE XJUI UIF UPUBM

200kPa(2.00 kgf/cm 2 , 29 psi)
Rear (2 persons):

225kPa(2.25 kgf/cm 2 , 33 psi)
.BYJNVNMPBE 
153 kg (337 lb)
* Total weight of rider, passenger, cargo and accessories
EWA10512

8"3/*/(
/FWFSPWFSMPBEZPVSWFIJDMF0QFSB
UJPO PGBOPWFSMPBEFEWFIJDMFDPVME
DBVTFBOBDDJEFOU
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1. Tire sidewall
2. Tire wear indicator
3. Tire tread depth

The tires must be checked before each
ride. If the tire shows crosswise lines
(minimum tread depth), if the tire has a
nail or glass fragments in it, or if the
sidewall is cracked, have a Yamaha
dealer replace the tire immediately.
.JOJNVNUJSFUSFBEEFQUI GSPOUBOE
SFBS 
1.0 mm (0.04 in)

1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
EWA10563

8"3/*/(
t *U JT EBOHFSPVT UP SJEF XJUI B
XPSOPVUUJSF8IFOBUJSFUSFBE
CFHJOTUPTIPXDSPTTXJTFMJOFT
IBWF B :BNBIB EFBMFS SFQMBDF
UIFUJSFJNNFEJBUFMZ
t 5IF SFQMBDFNFOU PG BMM XIFFM
BOECSBLFSFMBUFEQBSUT JODMVE
JOHUIFUJSFT TIPVMECFMFGUUPB
:BNBIB EFBMFS  XIP IBT UIF
OFDFTTBSZ QSPGFTTJPOBM LOPXM
FEHFBOEFYQFSJFODF
t *UJTOPUSFDPNNFOEFEUPQBUDI
B QVODUVSFE UVCF *G VOBWPJE
BCMF  IPXFWFS  QBUDI UIF UVCF
WFSZ DBSFGVMMZ BOE SFQMBDF JU BT
TPPO BT QPTTJCMF XJUI B IJHI
RVBMJUZQSPEVDU
t 3JEF BU NPEFSBUF TQFFET BGUFS
DIBOHJOH B UJSF TJODF UIF UJSF
TVSGBDF NVTU ãSTU CF iCSPLFO
JOw GPS JU UP EFWFMPQ JUT PQUJNBM
DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT
5JSFJOGPSNBUJPO
This model is equipped with tube tires.

Tires age, even if they have not been
used or have only been used occasionally. Cracking of the tread and sidewall
rubber, sometimes accompanied by
carcass deformation, is an evidence of
ageing. Old and aged tires shall be
checked by tire specialists to ascertain
their suitability for further use.
EWA10462

8"3/*/(
5IFGSPOUBOESFBSUJSFTTIPVMECFPG
UIF TBNF NBLF BOE EFTJHO  PUIFS
XJTFUIFIBOEMJOHDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTPG
UIF WFIJDMF NBZ CF EJGGFSFOU  XIJDI
DPVMEMFBEUPBOBDDJEFOU
After extensive tests, only the tires listed below have been approved for this
model by Yamaha.
'SPOUUJSF
Size:
70/90-14M/C 34P
Manufacturer/model:
VEE RUBBER CORPORATION LTD
3FBSUJSF
Size:
80/90-14M/C 46P
Manufacturer/model:
VEE RUBBER CORPORATION LTD
7-18

EAU21963

$BTUXIFFMT
To maximize the performance, durability, and safe operation of your vehicle,
note the following points regarding the
specified wheels.
t The wheel rims should be
checked for cracks, bends, warpage or other damage before each
ride. If any damage is found, have
a Yamaha dealer replace the
wheel. Do not attempt even the
smallest repair to the wheel. A deformed or cracked wheel must be
replaced.
t The wheel should be balanced
whenever either the tire or wheel
has been changed or replaced. An
unbalanced wheel can result in
poor performance, adverse handling characteristics, and a shortened tire life.



1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
EAU49351

$IFDLJOHUIFGSPOUCSBLFMFWFS CSBLJOHQFSGPSNBODF XIJDINBZSF
GSFFQMBZ
TVMU JO MPTT PG DPOUSPM BOE BO BDDJ
EFOU

EAUN0471

"EKVTUJOHUIFSFBSCSBLFMFWFS
GSFFQMBZ
Measure the rear brake lever free play
as shown.

1



There should be no free play at the
brake lever end. If there is free play,
have a Yamaha dealer inspect the
brake system.

1. Rear brake lever free play

3FBSCSBLFMFWFSGSFFQMBZ
10.0–20.0 mm (0.09–0.79 in)

EWA14212

8"3/*/(
"TPGUPSTQPOHZGFFMJOHJOUIFCSBLF
MFWFS DBO JOEJDBUF UIF QSFTFODF PG
BJSJOUIFIZESBVMJDTZTUFN*GUIFSFJT
BJS JO UIF IZESBVMJD TZTUFN  IBWF B
:BNBIBEFBMFSCMFFEUIFTZTUFNCF
GPSFPQFSBUJOHUIFWFIJDMF"JSJOUIF
IZESBVMJD TZTUFN XJMM EJNJOJTI UIF

Periodically check the brake lever free
play and, if necessary, adjust it as follows.
To increase the brake lever free play,
turn the adjusting nut at the brake shoe
plate in direction (a). To decrease the
brake lever free play, turn the adjusting
nut in direction (b).
7-19

1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
EAU22382

indicator grooves have almost disap-

$IFDLJOHUIFGSPOUCSBLFQBET peared, have a Yamaha dealer replace
BOESFBSCSBLFTIPFT
the brake pads as a set.
The front brake pads and the rear
brake shoes must be checked for wear
at the intervals specified in the periodic
maintenance and lubrication chart.

(a)
1

EAU22541

3FBSCSBLFTIPFT

EAU22432

(b)

1

'SPOUCSBLFQBET

1. Rear brake lever free play adjusting nut

2

Make sure the rear brake lever lock pin
properly latches and releases after the
brake lever free play is adjusted.
EWA10651

8"3/*/(
*GQSPQFSBEKVTUNFOUDBOOPUCFPC
UBJOFEBTEFTDSJCFE IBWFB:BNBIB
EFBMFSNBLFUIJTBEKVTUNFOU

1

1. Brake shoe wear indicator
2. Brake shoe wear limit line

1

1. Front brake pad wear indicator groove

Each front brake pad is provided with
wear indicator grooves, which allow
you to check the brake pad wear without having to disassemble the brake.
To check the brake pad wear, check
the wear indicator grooves. If a brake
pad has worn to the point that the wear
7-20

The rear brake is provided with a wear
indicator, which allows you to check
the brake shoe wear without having to
disassemble the brake. To check the
brake shoe wear, check the position of
the wear indicator while applying the
brake. If a brake shoe has worn to the
point that the wear indicator reaches
the wear limit line, have a Yamaha
dealer replace the brake shoes as a
set.



1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
EAUU0831

$IFDLJOHUIFCSBLFV JEMFWFM
1

1. Minimum level mark



Insufficient brake fluid may allow air to
enter the brake system, possibly causing it to become ineffective.
Before riding, check that the brake fluid
is above the minimum level mark and
replenish if necessary. A low brake fluid level may indicate worn brake pads
and/or brake system leakage. If the
brake fluid level is low, be sure to
check the brake pads for wear and the
brake system for leakage.
Observe these precautions:

t When checking the fluid level,
make sure that the top of the master cylinder is level by turning the
handlebars.
t Use only the recommended quality brake fluid, otherwise the rubber seals may deteriorate, causing
leakage and poor braking performance.
3FDPNNFOEFECSBLF VJE
YAMAHA GENUINE BRAKE FLUID
or equivalent DOT3 or DOT4

t Refill with the same type of brake
fluid. Mixing fluids may result in a
harmful chemical reaction and
lead to poor braking performance.
t Be careful that water does not enter the master cylinder when refilling. Water will significantly lower
the boiling point of the fluid and
may result in vapor lock.
t Brake fluid may deteriorate painted surfaces or plastic parts. Always clean up spilled fluid
immediately.
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t As the brake pads wear, it is normal for the brake fluid level to
gradually go down. However, if
the brake fluid level goes down
suddenly, have a Yamaha dealer
check the cause.

1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
EAUU0311

EAU22724

$IBOHJOHUIFCSBLFV JE

$IFDLJOHUIF7CFMU

Have a Yamaha dealer change the
brake fluid at the intervals specified in
the periodic maintenance and lubrication chart. In addition, have the oil seals
of the brake master cylinder and caliper as well as the brake hose replaced
at the intervals listed below or whenever they are damaged or leaking.
t Oil seals: Replace every two
years.
t Brake hose: Replace every four
years.

The V-belt must be checked and replaced by a Yamaha dealer at the intervals specified in the periodic
maintenance and lubrication chart.

EAU23098

$IFDLJOHBOEMVCSJDBUJOHUIF
DBCMFT
The operation of all control cables and
the condition of the cables should be
checked before each ride, and the cables and cable ends should be lubricated if necessary. If a cable is
damaged or does not move smoothly,
have a Yamaha dealer check or replace it. 8"3/*/( %BNBHF UP UIF
PVUFS IPVTJOH PG DBCMFT NBZ SFTVMU
JO JOUFSOBM SVTUJOH BOE DBVTF JOUFS
GFSFODF XJUI DBCMF NPWFNFOU 3F
QMBDF EBNBHFE DBCMFT BT TPPO BT
QPTTJCMF UP QSFWFOU VOTBGF DPOEJ
UJPOT [EWA10712]
3FDPNNFOEFEMVCSJDBOU
Yamaha cable lubricant or other
suitable cable lubricant
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1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
EAU23115

EAU43643

The operation of the throttle grip
should be checked before each ride. In
addition, the cable should be lubricated by a Yamaha dealer at the intervals
ed in the periodic maintenance
sp
chart.
The throttle cable is equipped with a
rubber cover. Make sure that the cover
is securely installed. Even though the
cover is installed correctly, it does not
completely protect the cable from water entry. Therefore, use care not to
pour water directly onto the cover or
cable when washing the vehicle. If the
cable or cover becomes dirty, wipe
clean with a moist cloth.

The pivoting points of the front and rear
brake levers must be lubricated at the
intervals spe ed in the periodic maintenance and lubrication chart.

$IFDLJOHBOEMVCSJDBUJOHUIF -VCSJDBUJOHUIFGSPOUBOESFBS
CSBLFMFWFST
UISPUUMFHSJQBOEDBCMF



'SPOUCSBLFMFWFS

3FBSCSBLFMFWFS
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3FDPNNFOEFEMVCSJDBOUT
Front brake lever:
Silicone grease
Rear brake lever:
Lithium-soap-based grease

1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
EAU23215

$IFDLJOHBOEMVCSJDBUJOHUIF
DFOUFSTUBOEBOETJEFTUBOE

EAU23273

3FDPNNFOEFEMVCSJDBOU
Lithium-soap-based grease

$IFDLJOHUIFGSPOUGPSL
The condition and operation of the
front fork must be checked as follows
at the intervals specified in the periodic
maintenance and lubrication chart.
5PDIFDLUIFDPOEJUJPO
Check the inner tubes for scratches,
damage and excessive oil leakage.
5PDIFDLUIFPQFSBUJPO
1. Place the vehicle on a level surface and hold it in an upright position. 8"3/*/(5PBWPJEJOKVSZ
TFDVSFMZTVQQPSUUIFWFIJDMFTP
UIFSF JT OP EBOHFS PG JU GBMMJOH
PWFS [EWA10752]
2. While applying the front brake,
push down hard on the handlebars several times to check if the
front fork compresses and rebounds smoothly.

The operation of the centerstand and
sidestand should be checked before
each ride, and the pivots and metal-tometal contact surfaces should be lubricated if necessary.
EWA10742

8"3/*/(
*GUIFDFOUFSTUBOEPSTJEFTUBOEEPFT
OPU NPWF VQ BOE EPXO TNPPUIMZ
IBWFB:BNBIBEFBMFSDIFDLPSSF
QBJSJU0UIFSXJTF UIFDFOUFSTUBOEPS
TJEFTUBOEDPVMEDPOUBDUUIFHSPVOE
BOE EJTUSBDU UIF PQFSBUPS  SFTVMUJOH
JOBQPTTJCMFMPTTPGDPOUSPM
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1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
EAU45512

ECA10591

NOTICE



*GBOZEBNBHF JTGPVOEPSUIFGSPOU
GPSL EPFT OPU PQFSBUF TNPPUIMZ
IBWFB:BNBIBEFBMFSDIFDLPSSF
QBJSJU

EAU23292

$IFDLJOHUIFTUFFSJOH

$IFDLJOHUIFXIFFMCFBSJOHT

Worn or loose steering bearings may
cause danger. Therefore, the operation
of the steering must be checked as follows at the intervals specified in the
periodic maintenance and lubrication
chart.
1. Place the vehicle on the centerstand. 8"3/*/(5PBWPJEJOKV
SZ TFDVSFMZTVQQPSUUIFWFIJDMF
TPUIFSFJTOPEBOHFSPGJUGBMMJOH
PWFS [EWA10752]
2. Hold the lower ends of the front
fork legs and try to move them forward and backward. If any free
play can be felt, have a Yamaha
dealer check or repair the steering.

The front and rear wheel bearings must
be checked at the intervals specified in
the periodic maintenance and lubrication chart. If there is play in the wheel
hub or if the wheel does not turn
smoothly, have a Yamaha dealer
check the wheel bearings.

ZAUU0645
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1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
EAUU0923

#BUUFSZ
This model is equipped with a VRLA
(Valve Regulated Lead Acid) battery.
There is no need to check the electrolyte or to add distilled water. However,
the battery lead connections need to
be checked and, if necessary, tightened.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Negative battery lead (black)
Battery bracket
Battery
Positive battery lead (red)
EWA10761

8"3/*/(
t &MFDUSPMZUF JT QPJTPOPVT BOE
EBOHFSPVTTJODFJUDPOUBJOTTVM
GVSJDBDJE XIJDIDBVTFTTFWFSF
CVSOT "WPJE BOZ DPOUBDU XJUI

TLJO  FZFT PS DMPUIJOH BOE BM
XBZT TIJFME ZPVS FZFT XIFO
XPSLJOHOFBSCBUUFSJFT*ODBTF
PG DPOUBDU  BENJOJTUFS UIF GPM
MPXJOH'*345"*%
t &95&3/"-'MVTIXJUIQMFOUZ
PGXBUFS
t */5&3/"-%SJOLMBSHFRVBO
UJUJFTPGXBUFSPSNJMLBOEJN
NFEJBUFMZDBMMBQIZTJDJBO
t &:&4'MVTIXJUIXBUFSGPS
NJOVUFT BOE TFFL QSPNQU
NFEJDBMBUUFOUJPO
t #BUUFSJFTQSPEVDFFYQMPTJWFIZ
ESPHFO HBT 5IFSFGPSF  LFFQ
TQBSLT  BNFT DJHBSFUUFT FUD
BXBZGSPNUIFCBUUFSZBOEQSP
WJEF TVGãDJFOU WFOUJMBUJPO XIFO
DIBSHJOH JU JO BO FODMPTFE
TQBDF
t ,&&1 5)*4 "/% "-- #"55&3
*&4 065 0' 5)& 3&"$) 0'
$)*-%3&/

5PDIBSHFUIFCBUUFSZ
Have a Yamaha dealer charge the battery as soon as possible if it seems to
have discharged. Keep in mind that the
battery tends to discharge more quickly if the vehicle is equipped with optional electrical accessories.
ECA16522

NOTICE
5PDIBSHFB73-" 7BMWF3FHVMBUFE
-FBE "DJE  CBUUFSZ  B TQFDJBM DPO
TUBOUWPMUBHF CBUUFSZDIBSHFSJTSF
RVJSFE6TJOHBDPOWFOUJPOBMCBUUFSZ
DIBSHFSXJMMEBNBHFUIFCBUUFSZ

5PTUPSFUIFCBUUFSZ
1. If the vehicle will not be used for
more than one month, remove the
battery, fully charge it, and then
place it in a cool, dry place.
NOTICE: 8IFO SFNPWJOH UIF
ECA10621
CBUUFSZ  CF TVSF UIF LFZ JT
NOTICE
UVSOFE UP i0''w  UIFO EJTDPO
/FWFSBUUFNQUUPSFNPWFUIFCBUUFSZ
OFDU UIF OFHBUJWF MFBE CFGPSF
DFMMTFBMT BTUIJTXPVMEQFSNBOFOUMZ
EJTDPOOFDUJOHUIFQPTJUJWFMFBE
EBNBHFUIFCBUUFSZ
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1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
EAU23485

2. If the battery will be stored for
more than two months, check it at
least once a month and fully
charge it if necessary.
3. Fully charge the battery before installation. NOTICE:8IFOJOTUBMM
JOHUIFCBUUFSZ CFTVSFUIFLFZ
JTUVSOFEUPi0''w UIFODPOOFDU
UIF QPTJUJWF MFBE CFGPSF DPO
OFDUJOHUIFOFHBUJWFMFBE [ECA16841]
4. After installation, make sure that
the battery leads are properly connected to the battery terminals.
ECA16531



NOTICE
"MXBZT LFFQ UIF CBUUFSZ DIBSHFE
4UPSJOH B EJTDIBSHFE CBUUFSZ DBO
DBVTFQFSNBOFOUCBUUFSZEBNBHF
ECAU0051

NOTICE
%POPUSJEFUIFWFIJDMFXJUIUIFCBU
UFSZ EJTDPOOFDUFE PS XJUI B MPX
DIBSHFE CBUUFSZ 5IJT XJMM DBVTF
IBSE FOHJOF TUBSUJOH  EFDSFBTFE
IFBEMJHIUMJGF BOE UIF¡ BTIFSMJHIUT
NBZOPUPQFSBUFQSPQFSMZ

3FQMBDJOHUIFGVTF

4QFDJãFEGVTF
15.0 A

3. Turn the key to “ON” and turn on
the electrical circuits to check if
the devices operate.
4. If the fuse immediately blows
again, have a Yamaha dealer
check the electrical system.

1. Fuse

The fuse holder is located under the
seat. (See page 4-9.)
If the fuse is blown, replace it as follows.
1. Turn the key to “OFF” and turn off
all electrical circuits.
2. Remove the blown fuse, and then
install a new fuse of the specified
amperage. 8"3/*/( %P OPU
VTFBGVTFPGBIJHIFSBNQFSBHF
SBUJOH UIBO SFDPNNFOEFE UP
BWPJE DBVTJOH FYUFOTJWF EBN
BHFUPUIFFMFDUSJDBMTZTUFNBOE
QPTTJCMZBãSF [EWA15132]
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PERIODIC MAINTENANCE AND ADJUSTMENT
EAUU0891

Replacing a headlight bulb or
a front turn signal light bulb
If a headlight bulb or a front turn signal
light bulb burns out, replace it as follows.
Headlight bulb

1. Do not touch the glass part of the bulb
ECA10660

NOTICE
Do not touch the glass part of the
headlight bulb to keep it free from
oil, otherwise the transparency of
the glass, the luminosity of the bulb,
and the bulb life will be adversely affected. Thoroughly clean off any dirt
and fingerprints on the headlight
bulb using a cloth moistened with
alcohol or thinner.

_

1. Place the motorcycle on the centerstand.
2. Remove panel A and cowling A.
(See page 7-8)

1. Headlight bulb cover (× 1)

4. Remove the headlight bulb socket by pushing it inward and turning it counterclockwise, and then
remove the burnt-out bulb.



_

1. Panel A

3. Remove the headlight bulb cover
by pulling it off.
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1. Headlight bulb socket (× 1)

5. Place a new bulb into position,
and then secure it with the bulb
socket.

PERIODIC MAINTENANCE AND ADJUSTMENT
ECAU0070

EAU47742

NOTICE
If a headlight bulb of different wattage than recommended is used, it
may cause the battery to discharge
or affect the headlight lighting.

4. Remove the burnt-out bulb by
pulling it out.
5. Insert a new bulb into the socket
by pushing it in until it stops.

_

_

6. Install the panel and cowling.
7. Have a Yamaha dealer adjust the
headlight beam if necessary.



Front turn signal light bulb
1. Place the motorcycle on the centerstand.
2. Remove panel A and cowling A.
(See page 7-7, 7-6.)
3. Remove the socket (together with
the bulb) by turning it counterclockwise.

1. Turn signal light bulb socket (

ECAU0080

NOTICE
If a turn signal light bulb of different
wattage than recommended is used,
the turn signal light flashing may be
affected.
_

3FQMBDJOHBGSPOUUVSOTJHOBM
MJHIUCVMC
1. Remove cowling A. (See page
7-8.)
2. Remove the turn signal light bulb
socket (together with the bulb) by
turning it counterclockwise.

_

6. Install the socket (together with
the bulb) by turning it clockwise.
7. Install the panel and cowling.
1. Turn signal light bulb socket

3. Remove the burnt-out bulb by
pushing it in and turning it counterclockwise.
4. Insert a new bulb into the socket,
push it in, and then turn it clockwise until it stops.
ECAU0091
NOTICE
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*GBUBJMMJHIUCVMCPGEJGGFSFOUXBUUBHF
UIBO SFDPNNFOEFE JT VTFE  JU NBZ
DBVTFUIFCBUUFSZUPEJTDIBSHFPSBG
GFDUUIFUBJMMJHIUMJHIUJOH

PERIODIC MAINTENANCE AND ADJUSTMENT
EAUU0881

5. Install the socket (together with
the bulb) by turning it clockwise.
6. Install the panel.

Replacing a tail/brake light
bulb or a rear turn signal light
bulb
If a tail/brake light bulb or a rear turn
signal light bulb burns out, it as follows.

5. Insert a new bulb into the socket
by pushing it in and turn it clockwise until it stops.
ECAU0090

NOTICE
If a taillight bulb of different wattage
Tail/brake light bulb
than recommended is used, it may
1. Open the seat. (See page 4-9.)
cause the battery to discharge or af2. Remove the panel C (see page7-8) fect the taillight lighting.
3. Remove the bulb socket (together
6. Install the bulb socket (together
with the bulb) by turning it counwith the bulb) by turning it clockterclockwise and pulling the tailwise.
light bulb socket up at an angle.
7. Install the panel and close the
seat.
<CAU>

<ELB>

5BJMCSBLFMJHIUCVMC
1. Open the seat. (See page 4-9.)
2. Remove panel C. (See page 7-8)
3. Remove the bulb socket (together
with the bulb) by turning it counterclockwise and pulling the taillight bulb socket up at an angle.

_

1. Tail/brake light bulb

4. Remove the burnt-out bulb by
pushing it in and turning it counterclockwise.
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1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
EAU25862

5SPVCMFTIPPUJOH

1. Rear turn signal light bulb

4. Remove the burnt-out bulb from
the socket by pulling it out.
5. Insert a new bulb into the socket.
ECAU0081



NOTICE
*GBUVSOTJHOBMMJHIUCVMCPGEJGGFSFOU
XBUUBHFUIBOSFDPNNFOEFEJTVTFE
UIFUVSOTJHOBMMJHIU BTIJOHNBZCF
BGGFDUFE
6. Install the bulb socket (together
with the bulb) by turning it clockwise.
7. Install the panel, and then close
the seat.

Although Yamaha scooters receive a
thorough inspection before shipment
from the factory, trouble may occur
during operation. Any problem in the
fuel, compression, or ignition systems,
for example, can cause poor starting
and loss of power.
The following troubleshooting chart
represents a quick and easy procedure
for checking these vital systems yourself. However, should your scooter require any repair, take it to a Yamaha
dealer, whose skilled technicians have
the necessary tools, experience, and
know-how to service the scooter properly.
Use only genuine Yamaha replacement parts. Imitation parts may look
like Yamaha parts, but they are often
inferior, have a shorter service life and
can lead to expensive repair bills.
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EWA15142

8"3/*/(
8IFODIFDLJOHUIFGVFMTZTUFN EP
OPUTNPLF BOENBLFTVSFUIFSFBSF
OPPQFOB NFTPSTQBSLTJOUIFBS
FB JODMVEJOHQJMPUMJHIUTGSPNXBUFS
IFBUFST PS GVSOBDFT (BTPMJOF PS
HBTPMJOF WBQPST DBO JHOJUF PS FY
QMPEF DBVTJOHTFWFSFJOKVSZPSQSPQ
FSUZEBNBHF

1FSJPEJDNBJOUFOBODFBOEBEKVTUNFOU
EAUT1985

5SPVCMFTIPPUJOHDIBSU
1. Fuel
There is enough fuel.

Check the battery.

There is no fuel.

Supply fuel.

Check the fuel level in
the fuel tank.

2. Battery

The engine does not start.
Check the battery.

The engine turns over
quickly.

The battery is good.

The engine turns over
slowly.

Check the battery lead connections,
and have a Yamaha dealer charge
the battery if necessary.

Operate the electric starter.

3. Ignition
Wet

The engine does not start.
Check the ignition.

Wipe off with a dry cloth and correct the
spark plug gap, or replace the spark plug.

Operate the electric starter.

Have a Yamaha dealer check the vehicle.

The engine does not start.
Check the compression.



Remove the spark plug
and check the electrodes.
Dry

4. Compression
There is compression.

The engine does not start.
Have a Yamaha dealer check the vehicle.

There is no compression.

Have a Yamaha dealer check the vehicle.

Operate the electric starter.
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4DPPUFSDBSFBOETUPSBHF
EAUV0362

$BSF
While the open design of a scooter reveals the attractiveness of the technology, it also makes it more vulnerable.
Rust and corrosion can develop even if
high-quality components are used. A
rusty exhaust pipe may go unnoticed
on a car, however, it detracts from the
overall appearance of a scooter. Frequent and proper care does not only
comply with the terms of the warranty,
but it will also keep your scooter looking good, extend its life and optimize
its performance.



#FGPSFDMFBOJOH
1. Cover the muffler outlet with a
plastic bag after the engine has
cooled down.
2. Make sure that all caps and covers as well as all electrical couplers and connectors, including
the spark plug cap, are tightly installed.
3. Remove extremely stubborn dirt,
like oil burnt onto the crankcase,
with a degreasing agent and a
brush, but never apply such prod-

ucts onto seals, gaskets and
wheel axles. Always rinse the dirt
and degreaser off with water.
$MFBOJOH
ECA10784

NOTICE
t "WPJEVTJOHTUSPOHBDJEJDXIFFM
DMFBOFST  FTQFDJBMMZ PO TQPLFE
XIFFMT *G TVDI QSPEVDUT BSF
VTFEPOIBSEUPSFNPWFEJSU EP
OPUMFBWFUIFDMFBOFSPOUIFBG
GFDUFEBSFBBOZMPOHFS UIBO JO
TUSVDUFE"MTP UIPSPVHIMZSJOTF
UIFBSFBPGGXJUIXBUFS JNNFEJ
BUFMZESZJU BOEUIFOBQQMZBDPS
SPTJPOQSPUFDUJPOTQSBZ
t *NQSPQFSDMFBOJOHDBOEBNBHF
QMBTUJDQBSUT TVDIBTDPXMJOHT
QBOFMT  XJOETIJFMET  IFBEMJHIU
MFOTFT  NFUFS MFOTFT  FUD  BOE
UIF NVGF ST 6TF POMZ B TPGU
DMFBODMPUIPSTQPOHFXJUIXB
UFSUPDMFBOQMBTUJD)PXFWFS JG
UIFQMBTUJDQBSUTDBOOPUCFUIPS
PVHIMZ DMFBOFE XJUI XBUFS  EJ
MVUFENJMEEFUFSHFOUXJUIXBUFS
NBZ CF VTFE #F TVSF UP SJOTF
8-1

PGGBOZEFUFSHFOUSFTJEVFVTJOH
QMFOUZPGXBUFS BTJUJTIBSNGVM
UPQMBTUJDQBSUT
t %POPUVTFBOZIBSTIDIFNJDBM
QSPEVDUT PO QMBTUJD QBSUT #F
TVSF UP BWPJE VTJOH DMPUIT PS
TQPOHFT XIJDI IBWF CFFO JO
DPOUBDUXJUITUSPOHPSBCSBTJWF
DMFBOJOH QSPEVDUT  TPMWFOU PS
UIJOOFS  GVFM HBTPMJOF  SVTU SF
NPWFSTPSJOIJCJUPST CSBLF VJE
BOUJGSFF[FPSFMFDUSPMZUF
t %POPUVTFIJHIQSFTTVSFXBTI
FSTPSTUFBNKFUDMFBOFSTTJODF
UIFZ DBVTF XBUFS TFFQBHF BOE
EFUFSJPSBUJPOJOUIFGPMMPXJOHBS
FBTTFBMT PGXIFFMBOETXJOH
BSNCFBSJOHT GPSLBOECSBLFT
FMFDUSJD DPNQPOFOUT DPVQMFST
DPOOFDUPST 
JOTUSVNFOUT
TXJUDIFT BOE MJHIUT  CSFBUIFS
IPTFTBOEWFOUT
t 'PS TDPPUFST FRVJQQFE XJUI B
XJOETIJFME %P OPU VTF TUSPOH
DMFBOFST PS IBSE TQPOHFT BT
UIFZ XJMM DBVTF EVMMJOH PS
TDSBUDIJOH 4PNF DMFBOJOH
DPNQPVOET GPS QMBTUJD NBZ
MFBWF TDSBUDIFT PO UIF XJOE

4DPPUFSDBSFBOETUPSBHF
TIJFME 5FTU UIF QSPEVDU PO B
TNBMM IJEEFO QBSU PG UIF XJOE
TIJFMEUPNBLFTVSFUIBUJUEPFT
OPUMFBWFBOZNBSLT*GUIFXJOE
TIJFMEJTTDSBUDIFE VTFBRVBMJUZ
QMBTUJD QPMJTIJOH DPNQPVOE BG
UFSXBTIJOH
After normal use
Remove dirt with warm water, a mild
detergent, and a soft, clean sponge,
and then rinse thoroughly with clean
water. Use a toothbrush or bottlebrush
for hard-to-reach areas. Stubborn dirt
and insects will come off more easily if
the area is covered with a wet cloth for
a few minutes before cleaning.
After riding in the rain or near the sea
Since sea salt is extremely corrosive
carry out the following steps after each
ride in the rain or near the sea.
1. Clean the scooter with cold water
and a mild detergent after the engine has cooled down. NOTICE:
%POPUVTFXBSNXBUFSTJODFJU
JODSFBTFT UIF DPSSPTJWF BDUJPO
PGUIFTBMU [ECA10792]

2. Apply a corrosion protection spray
on all metal, including chromeand nickel-plated, surfaces to prevent corrosion.
"GUFSDMFBOJOH
1. Dry the scooter with a chamois or
an absorbing cloth.
2. Use a chrome polish to shine
chrome, aluminum and stainlesssteel parts, including the exhaust
system. (Even the thermally induced discoloring of stainlesssteel exhaust systems can be removed through polishing.)
3. To prevent corrosion, it is recommended to apply a corrosion protection spray on all metal,
including chrome- and nickel-plated, surfaces.
4. Use spray oil as a universal cleaner to remove any remaining dirt.
5. Touch up minor paint damage
caused by stones, etc.
6. Wax all painted surfaces.
7. Let the scooter dry completely before storing or covering it.
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EWA10943

8"3/*/(
$POUBNJOBOUTPOUIFCSBLFTPSUJSFT
DBODBVTFMPTTPGDPOUSPM
t .BLFTVSFUIBUUIFSFJTOPPJMPS
XBY PO UIF CSBLFT PS UJSFT *G
OFDFTTBSZ  DMFBO UIF CSBLF
EJTDT BOE CSBLF MJOJOHT XJUI B
SFHVMBS CSBLF EJTD DMFBOFS PS
BDFUPOF BOEXBTIUIFUJSFTXJUI
XBSN XBUFS BOE B NJME EFUFS
HFOU
t #FGPSF PQFSBUJOH UIF TDPPUFS
UFTU JUT CSBLJOH QFSGPSNBODF
BOEDPSOFSJOHCFIBWJPS
ECAU0022

NOTICE
t "QQMZ TQSBZ PJM BOE XBY TQBS
JOHMZBOENBLFTVSFUPXJQFPGG
BOZFYDFTT
t /FWFS BQQMZ PJM PS XBY UP BOZ
SVCCFS QBSUT  QMBTUJD QBSUT PS
IFBEMJHIU  UBJMMJHIU BOE NFUFS
MFOTFT  CVU USFBU UIFN XJUI B
TVJUBCMFDBSFQSPEVDU
t "WPJE VTJOH BCSBTJWF QPMJTIJOH
DPNQPVOET BT UIFZ XJMM XFBS
BXBZUIFQBJOU



4DPPUFSDBSFBOETUPSBHF
EAU36564

5*1
t Consult a Yamaha dealer for advice on what products to use.
t Washing, rainy weather or humid
climates can cause the headlight
lens to fog. Turning the headlight
on for a short period of time will
help remove the moisture from the
lens.

4UPSBHF
4IPSUUFSN
Always store your scooter in a cool, dry
place and, if necessary, protect it
against dust with a porous cover. Be
sure the engine and the exhaust system are cool before covering the
scooter.
ECA10821

NOTICE



t 4UPSJOH UIF TDPPUFS JO B QPPSMZ
WFOUJMBUFE SPPN PS DPWFSJOH JU
XJUI B UBSQ  XIJMF JU JT TUJMM XFU
XJMMBMMPXXBUFSBOEIVNJEJUZUP
TFFQJOBOEDBVTFSVTU
t 5P QSFWFOU DPSSPTJPO  BWPJE
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Before storing your scooter for several
months:
1. Follow all the instructions in the
“Care” section of this chapter.
8-3

2. Fill up the fuel tank and add fuel
stabilizer (if available) to prevent
the fuel tank from rusting and the
fuel from deteriorating.
3. Perform the following steps to
protect the cylinder, piston rings,
etc. from corrosion.
a. Remove the spark plug cap
and spark plug.
b. Pour a teaspoonful of engine
oil into the spark plug bore.
c. Install the spark plug cap onto
the spark plug, and then place
the spark plug on the cylinder
head so that the electrodes are
grounded. (This will limit sparking during the next step.)
d. Turn the engine over several
times with the starter. (This will
coat the cylinder wall with oil.)
e. Remove the spark plug cap
from the spark plug, and then
install the spark plug and the
spark plug cap. 8"3/*/(5P
QSFWFOU EBNBHF PS JOKVSZ
GSPNTQBSLJOH NBLFTVSFUP
HSPVOE UIF TQBSL QMVH FMFD
USPEFT XIJMF UVSOJOH UIF FO
HJOFPWFS [EWA10952]

4DPPUFSDBSFBOETUPSBHF
4. Lubricate all control cables and
the pivoting points of all levers and
pedals as well as of the sidestand/centerstand.
5. Check and, if necessary, correct
the tire air pressure, and then lift
the scooter so that both of its
wheels are off the ground. Alternatively, turn the wheels a little every
month in order to prevent the tires
from becoming degraded in one
spot.
6. Cover the muffler outlet with a
plastic bag to prevent moisture
from entering it.
7. Remove the battery and fully
charge it. Store it in a cool, dry
place and charge it once a month.
Do not store the battery in an excessively cold or warm place [less
than 0 °C (30 °F) or more than 30
°C (90 °F)]. For more information
on storing the battery, see page
7-25.



5*1
Make any necessary repairs before
storing the scooter.
8-4

4QFDifiDBUJPOT
%JNFOTJPOT
Overall length:
1870 mm (73.6 in)
Overall width:
685 mm (27.0 in)
Overall height:
1035mm (40.7 in)
Seat height:
750 mm (29.5 in)
Wheelbase:
1260 mm (49.6 in)
Ground clearance:
135 mm (5.31 in)
Minimum turning radius:
1875 mm (73.8 in)

8FJHIU
Curb weight:
94 kg (207 lb)

Engine:
Engine type:
Liquid cooled 4-stroke, SOHC
Cylinder arrangement:
Single cylinder
Displacement:
125 cm3
Bore u stroke:
52.4 u 57.9 mm (2.06 u 2.28 in)
Compression ratio:
9.5:1
Starting system:
Electric starter and kickstarter
Lubrication system:
Wet sump

&OHJOFPJM
Recommended brand:
YAMALUBE
SAE viscosity grades:
10W-40
Recommended engine oil grade:
API service SG type or higher, JASO
standard MA or MB
Engine oil quantity:
Oil change:
0.80 L (0.85 US qt, 0.70 Imp.qt)

'JOBMUSBOTNJTTJPOPJM
Type:
Motor oil SAE 10W-40 type SG or higher
Quantity:
0.10 L (0.11 US qt, 0.09 Imp.qt)

"JSãMUFS
Air filter element:
Oil-coated paper element

'VFM
Recommended fuel:
Regular unleaded gasoline (Gasohol [E10]
acceptable)
Fuel tank capacity:
4.2 L (1.1 US gal, 0.9 Imp.gal)

'VFMJOKFDUJPO
Throttle body:
ID mark:
2PH1 00

Spark plug gap:
0.6–0.7 mm (0.024–0.028 in)

$MVUDI
Clutch type:
Dry, centrifugal, shoe

%SJWFUSBJO
Primary reduction ratio:
1.000
Final drive:
Gear
Secondary reduction ratio:
10.156 (50/16 x 39/12)
Transmission type:
V-belt automatic

$IBTTJT
Frame type:
Underbone
Caster angle:
26.50 °
Trail:
100 mm (3.9 in)

'SPOUUJSF
Type:
Tubeless
Size:
70/90-14M/C 34P
Manufacturer/model:

VEE RUBBER CORPORATION LTD
3FBSUJSF

4QBSLQMVH T 
Manufacturer/model:
NGK/CR6HSA
9-1

Type:
Tubeless



4QFDifiDBUJPOT
Size:
80/90 - 14M/C 46P
Manufacturer/model:

VEE RUBBER CORPORATION LTD
-PBEJOH
Maximum load:
153 kg (337 lb)
(Total weight of rider, passenger, cargo
and accessories)

5JSFBJSQSFTTVSF NFBTVSFEPODPME
UJSFT 
1 person:
Front:
Rear:

'SPOUCSBLF

#BUUFSZ

Type:
Hydraulic single disc brake
Specified brake fluid:
DOT 3 or 4

Headlight:

3FBSCSBLF
Type:
Mechanical leading trailing drum brake

Rear:

'SPOUXIFFM



Wheel type:
Cast wheel
Rim size:
14X1.60

3FBSXIFFM
Rim size:
14X2.50

Bulb type:
Krypton

#VMCXBUUBHFuRVBOUJUZ

'SPOUTVTQFOTJPO
Type:
Telescopic fork
Spring:
Coil spring
Wheel travel:
90 mm (3.5 in)

3FBSTVTQFOTJPO
2 persons:
Front:

Model:
GTZ4V
Model:
YTZ4V

Type:
Unit swing
Shock absorber:
Hydraulic damper
Wheel travel:
80 mm (3.1 in)

&MFDUSJDBMTZTUFN

Headlight:
12 V, 32.0 W/32.0 W x1
Brake/tail light:
12 V, 5.0 W/21.0 W x1
Front turn signal light:
12 V, 10.0 W x2
Rear turn signal light:
12 V, 10.0 W x2
Auxiliary light:
12 V, 3.4 W x2
Meter lighting:
12 V, 1.7 W x2
Meter lighting (fuel meter):

12 V, 1.7 W x1
High beam indicator light:

System voltage:
12 V
Ignition system:
TCI
Charging system:
AC magneto

12 V, 1.7 W x1
Turn signal indicator light:
12 V, 1.7 W x1
Engine trouble warning light:
12 V, 1.7 W x1

'VTF T 
15.0 A

9-2

$POTVNFSJOGPSNBUJPO
EAU26364

*EFOUJãDBUJPOOVNCFST

EAU26411

7FIJDMFJEFOUJãDBUJPOOVNCFS

Record the vehicle identification number and the engine serial number in the
spaces provided below for assistance
when ordering spare parts from a
Yamaha dealer or for reference in case
the vehicle is stolen.

1
1

VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER:

ENGINE SERIAL NUMBER:

EAU26442

&OHJOFTFSJBMOVNCFS

1. Vehicle identification number

1. Engine serial number

The vehicle identification number is
stamped into the frame.

The engine serial number is stamped
into the crankcase.

5*1
The vehicle identification number is
used to identify your vehicle and may
be used to register it with the licensing
authority in your area.
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*OEFY
"

Front brake lever free play, checking ... 7-19
Front fork, checking ............................. 7-24
Fuel......................................................... 4-7
Fuel tank cap.......................................... 4-6
Fuse, replacing ..................................... 7-27

Acceleration and deceleration ................6-2
Air filter and V-belt case air filter
elements .............................................7-14
Auxiliary light bulb, replacing................7-28

#
Battery ..................................................7-25
Brake fluid, changing ............................7-21
Brake fluid level, checking ....................7-21
Brake lever, front ....................................4-5
Brake lever, rear......................................4-5
Brake levers, lubricating .......................7-23
Brake pads and shoes, checking .........7-20
Braking....................................................6-2

$
Cables, checking and lubricating .........7-22
Care ........................................................8-1
Catalytic converter..................................4-8
Centerstand and sidestand, checking
and lubricating....................................7-23
Convenience hook ................................4-10
Cowling and panels, removing and
installing................................................7-8

%
Dimmer switch ........................................4-4

&
Eco indicator light ...................................4-3
Engine break-in.......................................6-3
Engine idling speed, checking ..............7-16
Engine oil and oil strainer......................7-11
Engine serial number ............................10-1
Engine trouble warning light ...................4-3

'
Final transmission oil ............................7-13

(
General note........................................... 6-4

)
Handlebar switches................................ 4-4
Headlight .............................................. 7-27
Helmet holders ..................................... 4-10
Helmets .................................................. 2-6
High beam indicator light ....................... 4-3
Horn switch ............................................ 4-4

*
Identification numbers.......................... 10-1
Ignition circuit cut-off system............... 4-12
Indicator lights and warning light ........... 4-3

,
Keyhole shutter ...................................... 4-2
Kickstarter .............................................. 4-9

Labels, location ...................................... 1-1

.
Main switch/steering lock....................... 4-1
Maintenance and lubrication, periodic ... 7-3
Maintenance, emission control
system.................................................. 7-2

1
Parking ................................................... 6-3
Part locations ......................................... 3-1

3
Rear brake lever free play, adjusting .... 7-19
Rear brake lever lock.............................. 4-5
11-1

4
Safe-riding points....................................2-5
Safety information...................................2-1
Seat.........................................................4-9
Sidestand ..............................................4-11
Spark plug, checking ..............................7-9
Specifications .........................................9-1
Speedometer unit ...................................4-4
Starting the engine..................................6-1
Start switch .............................................4-4
Steering, checking ................................7-25
Storage ...................................................8-3
Storage compartment ...........................4-11

5
Tail/brake light bulb or rear turn
signal light bulb, replacing..................7-28
Throttle grip and cable, checking
and lubricating ....................................7-22
Throttle grip free play, adjusting ...........7-16
Tires ......................................................7-17
Tool kit ....................................................7-1
Troubleshooting ....................................7-29
Troubleshooting chart...........................7-31
Turn signal indicator lights ......................4-3
Turn signal light bulb (front),
replacing .............................................7-28
Turn signal switch ...................................4-4

7
Valve clearance.....................................7-17
V-belt, checking ....................................7-22
Vehicle identification number................10-1

8
Wheel bearings, checking.....................7-25
Wheels ..................................................7-19



